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The signature of a fibre bundle is multiplicative mod 4

IAN HAMBLETON

ANDREW KORZENIEWSKI

ANDREW RANICKI

We express the signature modulo 4 of a closed, oriented, 4k –dimensional PL

manifold as a linear combination of its Euler characteristic and the new absolute
torsion invariant defined by Korzeniewski [11]. Let F ! E ! B be a PL fibre
bundle, where F , E and B are closed, connected, and compatibly oriented PL

manifolds. We give a formula for the absolute torsion of the total space E in terms
of the absolute torsion of the base and fibre, and then combine these two results to
prove that the signature of E is congruent modulo 4 to the product of the signatures
of F and B .
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Introduction

The signature sign.M /2Z of a closed, oriented n–manifold M n is the index of its cup
product form when n� 0 mod 4, and zero otherwise. For an orientable differentiable
fibre bundle, Chern, Hirzebruch and Serre [4] proved that sign.E/D sign.F / � sign.B/
provided that the fundamental group �1.B/ acts trivially on the real cohomology
H�.F IR/ of the fibre. In general, the signature is not multiplicative for differentiable
fibre bundles: the first examples were constructed by Kodaira [10], Atiyah [2] and
Hirzebruch [7]. These examples occur in the lowest possible dimension where dim BD

dim F D 2. The total space E of the bundle in these examples has dimension 4 and
non-zero signature, but sign.B/D sign.F /D 0 by convention. Surface bundles over
surfaces were studied in detail by W Meyer [16] and H Endo [5]. For such bundles,
the signature of the total space was shown to be divisible by 4.

The non-multiplicative behaviour of the signature in fibre bundles is explained by the
characteristic class formula for sign.E/ due to Atiyah [2], which contains a contribution
from the action of �1.B/ on the cohomology of the fibre. On the other hand, W
Neumann [19] showed that the signature is multiplicative in many cases where the
structural group of the bundle is discrete, and gave a Witt group interpretation of the
obstruction to multiplicativity under this assumption.
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Stephan Klaus and Peter Teichner [9] have conjectured that the signature is multi-
plicative modulo 8, provided that �1.B/ acts trivially on the mod 2 cohomology
H�.F IZ=2/ of the fibre. This suggests studying the conditions under which the
signature is multiplicative modulo other powers of 2. The first case is easy since
sign.E/ � �.E/ mod 2, and the Euler characteristic �.E/ D �.F / � �.B/ is multi-
plicative. The following is our main result.

Theorem A Let F
q
�!E

p
�!B be a PL fibre bundle of closed, connected, compatibly

oriented PL manifolds. Then

sign.E/� sign.F / � sign.B/ mod 4:

We will use the new absolute torsion invariant �NEW.E/ 2K1.ZŒ�1.E/�/ defined and
investigated by Korzeniewski [11]. The new invariant is defined more generally, and
has better properties than the “round torsion” invariant introduced by Ranicki [24]. We
show in Theorem 3.3 that the value of sign.E/ mod 4 can be expressed in terms of
�NEW.E/ and �.E/. Our main result follows from this fact, and a general formula for
�NEW.E/ in terms of �NEW.F / and �NEW.B/.

Theorem B Let F
q
�!E

p
�!B be a PL fibre bundle of closed, connected, compatibly

oriented PL manifolds. Then, if nD dim E ,

�NEW.E/D p!.�NEW.B//C�.B/q�.�
NEW.F // 2 yH n.Z=2IK1.Z�1.E///:

In this statement the maps p! and q� are the transfer and push-forward maps associated
to the fibre bundle (see Lück [12; 13] and Lück–Ranicki [14] for the surgery transfer).

In Section 1 we describe some of the results of [11], including the definition and main
properties of the absolute torsion invariant. In Section 2 we use the new invariant to
correct the definition of the round simple symmetric L–groups of Hambleton–Ranicki–
Taylor [6], so they fit in the long exact sequence

� � � !Ln
rs.R/ ��!Ln

rh.R/
�NEW

���! yH n.Z=2IK1.R// ��!Ln�1
rs .R/! � � �

Section 3 establishes the relationship between the signature mod 4 and the new torsion
invariant of a 4k –dimensional Poincaré space (see Theorem 3.3). Section 4 and Section
5 study the set S�.X / of pointed torsion structures (PTS) on manifolds. In Theorem
5.2 we give a formula expressing the absolute torsion invariant for a closed manifold
X in terms of a pairing

ˆW S�.X /�S�.X /!K1.ZŒ�1.X;x0/�/:
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After this preparation, we turn to the geometric applications of absolute torsion for
fibre bundles.In Section 6 we define the fibre transport and transfer map p! associated
to a fibre bundle, and establish some useful properties. Section 7 and Section 8 deal
with pointed torsion structures on fibre bundles, and the ˆ–pairing for the total space
E . Section 9 uses the results of Section 8 to prove Theorem B and then Section 10
uses Theorem B to prove Theorem A. Section 11 is a brief discussion of fibrations of
Poincaré spaces.

The last part of the paper (Section 12) contains the algebra needed to describe the
absolute torsion of signed filtered chain complexes, such as the chain complexes of the
total spaces of fibre bundles. This may be of independent interest, and this part can be
read independently of the rest of the paper. We give a purely algebraic treatment of the
absolute torsion of filtered chain complexes: the main result is the Invariance Theorem
12.14 identifying the torsion of a contractible filtered chain complex with the torsion
of the contractible chain complex (in the derived category) of filtration quotients.

We are indebted to Stephan Klaus and Peter Teichner for informing us about their results,
and pointing out this related question to the first author in discussions at Oberwolfach
in July 2001.
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1 Signed K –theory

In this section we recall the algebraic K–groups K0.R/, K1.R/ of a ring R, and the
algebraic theory of torsion of Ranicki [24; 25; 26] and Korzeniewski [11]. The absolute
torsion invariant �NEW.f /2K1.R/ of [11] is based on the definition of “round torsion”
given in [26, 7.20(ii)], but the sign correction terms are different.

The class group K0.A/ of an additive category A is the abelian group with one
generator ŒM � for each object M in A , and relations

(i) ŒM �D ŒM 0� if M is isomorphic to M 0 and

(ii) ŒM ˚N �D ŒM �C ŒN � for objects M;N in A .

The isomorphism torsion group Kiso
1
.A/ is the abelian group with one generator � iso.f /

for each isomorphism f W M !N in A , and relations
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(i) � iso.gf /D � iso.f /C � iso.g/ for isomorphisms f W M !N , gW N ! P and

(ii) � iso
�� f e

0 f 0

��
D � iso.f /C� iso.f 0/ for isomorphisms f W M!N , f 0W M 0!N 0

and any morphism eW M 0!N .

The class group K0.R/ and the isomorphism torsion group Kiso
1
.R/ of a ring R are the

class and torsion groups of the additive category A.R/ of based finitely generated (f.g.)
free R–modules. To obtain values in K1.R/, we compose with the split surjection
Kiso

1
.R/!K1.R/ given by [24, Proposition 5.1], and let � iso.f / 7! �.f / 2K1.R/.

In particular, there are defined isomorphisms

K0.Z/
Š
�! Z I ŒM � 7! rankZM;

K1.Z/
Š
�! Z=2 I ŒM; f � 7! �.det.f //:

The reduced class group zK0.R/ and the reduced torsion group zK1.R/ are defined by

zKi.R/D coker.Ki.Z/!Ki.R// .i D 0; 1/:

We shall assume that R is such that the rank of f.g. free R–modules is well-defined,
so that K0.R/DK0.Z/˚ zK0.R/.

We shall consider only finite chain complexes over R, meaning finite dimensional,
positive chain complexes of f.g. free R–modules. The Euler characteristic of a finite
R–module chain complex C is the chain homotopy invariant

�.C /D

1X
rD0

.�1/r rankR Cr 2 Z:

Our assumptions on C mean that Cr D 0 if r < 0 or r >N for some integer N , so
this sum is defined. A finite chain complex C is round if �.C /D 0 2 Z.

The torsion �.C / 2K1.R/ of a contractible finite based R–module chain complex

C W 0! � � � ! CrC1
d
�! Cr

d
�! Cr�1! � � � ! 0

was originally defined by Whitehead [29] to be

�.C /D �.d C�/ 2K1.R/;

with the isomorphism

d C�W Codd D
X
r odd

Cr �! Ceven D
X

r even

Cr
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defined using any contraction �W 1' 0W C ! C . The value of �.C / is independent of
the choice of � .

The torsion of a chain equivalence f W C !D of finite based R–module chain com-
plexes can be defined by

�.f /D �.C.f // 2K1.R/

with C.f / the algebraic mapping cone

dC.f / D
�

dD .�/r�1f
0 dC

�
W C.f /r DDr ˚Cr�1! C.f /r�1 DDr�1˚Cr�2:

However, as noted in [24], this definition of torsion only has good sum and composition
properties modulo the sign subgroup

im.K1.Z/!K1.R//D f�.˙1/g �K1.R/:

The new absolute torsion uses the notion of a signed chain complex [11, Definition
5]. This is a pair .C; �C /, where C is as above and �C 2 Im.K1.Z/!K1.R//. The
image of K1.Z/D Z=2 in K1.R/ is given by a 7! a � �.�1/, but the symbol

�.�1/ WD �.�1W R!R/ 2K1.R/

will usually be suppressed to simplify the notation.

If .C; �C / is a signed chain complex with C contractible, then its absolute torsion is
defined as

�NEW.C; �C /D �.C /C �C :

If .C; �C / is a signed complex, then the suspension SC of C , where .SC /r D Cr�1 ,
has the sign �SC D��C . The sum .C ˚D; �C˚D/ of two signed complexes involves
some more sign terms from K1.Z/D Z=2. Let

�.M;N / WD rankR.M / � rankR.N / mod 2

for any free R–modules M and N , and define [24, page 213]:

ˇ.C;D/D
X
i>j

�
�.C2i ;D2j /� �.C2iC1;D2jC1/

�
2 Im.K1.Z/!K1.R//:

This is just the difference of the torsions of the permutation isomorphisms .C ˚
D/even! Ceven˚Deven and .C ˚D/odd! Codd˚Dodd . We define

�C˚D D �C C �D �ˇ.C;D/C rank.Codd/ ��.D/:

From now on, we will usually denote a signed chain complex .C; �C / just by C , even
though all the formulas will involve these signs. It turns out that the absolute torsion of
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a Poincaré complex C is independent of the choice of sign �C , and this justifies our
abbreviated notation (see [11, Proposition 26.6]).

The absolute torsion of a chain equivalence f W C!D of finite based signed complexes
is defined to be

�NEW.f /D �NEW.C.f // 2K1.R/;

with �C.f / D �D˚SC . The extra sign terms needed (in comparison with the invariant
of [24]) can be seen from the formula

�NEW.f /D �.C.f //�ˇ.D;SC /C rankR.Dodd/ ��.SC /C �D � �C 2K1.R/

given in [11, Lemma 12].

For chain equivalences of signed complexes, the absolute torsion invariant is a chain
homotopy invariant, which is additive under compositions and direct sums (by an
appropriate modification of the proof of [24, Propositions 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5]).

Proposition 1.1 (Korzeniewski [11, Proposition 13]) If f W C !D and gW D!E

are chain equivalences of finite based signed chain complexes, then

�NEW.g ıf /D �NEW.f /C �NEW.g/ 2K1.R/:

If f W C ! D and f 0W C 0! D0 are chain equivalences of finite based signed chain
complexes, then

�NEW.f ˚f 0/D �NEW.f /C �NEW.f 0/ 2K1.R/:

The formula for the absolute torsion is a modification of the definition in [24, pages
223, 226], which gave an invariant with values in Kiso

1
.A/ for chain complexes over an

additive category A . In that setting, the signs �C are in the image of the skew-symmetric
pairing

�W K0.A/˝K0.A/!Kiso
1 .A/

defined in [24, Proposition 2.2]: for any two objects M , N of A ,

�.ŒM �; ŒN �/D � iso.M ˚N !N ˚M / 2Kiso
1 .A/

is the torsion of the interchange map. See [11, Lemma 7] for the properties of this
pairing.

This extra generality will be useful in Section 12 where we discuss the absolute torsion
of filtered chain complexes. A finite chain complex over A is an object in the derived
category D.A/, whose morphisms are the chain homotopy classes of chain maps.
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Definition 1.2 The signed derived category SD.A/ of an additive category A is the
additive category with objects signed complexes .C; �C / in A , and morphisms the
chain homotopy classes of chain maps. An isomorphism in SD.A/ is a chain homotopy
class of chain equivalences.

If f W C ! D is a morphism in SD.A/, then the mapping cone C.f / is an object
in SD.A/ under our sign conventions. The absolute torsion gives an invariant in
�NEW.f / 2Kiso

1
.SD.A// for an isomorphism f W C !D in SD.A/. We refer to [11]

for the definition and properties of the absolute torsion in this setting, but we note that
the map

i�W K
iso
1 .SD.A//!Kiso

1 .A/

defined by i��
iso.f /D �NEW.f / is a split surjection. The map i� has the naturality

property
i��.C;D/D �.�.C /; �.D// 2Kiso

1 .A/

for any objects .C; �C /, .D; �D/ in SD.A/. We will also use the relation

i��.C;SD/D�i��.C;D/ 2Kiso
1 .A/

and the formula

�C.f / D �D˚SC D �D � �C �ˇ.D;SC /C �.Dodd ; �.SC // 2Kiso
1 .SD.A//

for the mapping cone sign in our sign calculations (see Section 12).

2 Round L–theory

In this section we recall the round L–theory of Hambleton, Ranicki and Taylor [6].
Note that the round torsion is not a round cobordism invariant, contrary to the assertion
in [26, page 190], but the new absolute torsion of [11] does have this important property.
Moreover, all the results claimed in [26, 7.22(ii)] and [6, page 135] do hold after
replacing the round torsion with the new absolute torsion invariant.

A finite, oriented Poincaré duality space X of dimension n, with universal covering zX ,
has an associated symmetric chain complex .C; '/, as defined in [22]. Here C WDC. zX /

is a n–dimensional finite chain complex over RD ZŒ�1.X /� and '0W C
n��! C� is

a chain equivalence. The definition of this symmetric structure ' uses the standard
involution g 7! g�1 on the group ring. More generally, for any ring R with involution
˛ , and unit "D˙1, Ranicki [22] defines "–symmetric structures on algebraic chain
complexes and the notion of a symmetric (algebraic) Poincaré complex. The cobordism
group of n–dimensional symmetric Poincaré is denoted Ln.R; "/ [22, Section 3]. The
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additive inverse is defined to be �.C; '/ WD .C;�'/. In the rest of the paper we will
assume that "DC1, and denote these groups just by Ln.R/.

If we restrict to round complexes in both objects and bordisms and n> 0, we get the
round symmetric L–groups Ln

r .R/. The groups L0
r .R/ is the Witt group of formal

differences .M;  / � .M 0;  0/ of non-singular symmetric forms over .R; ˛/ with
rankR M D rankR M 0 [6, Proposition 2.1]. We can compare the round L–groups to
the ordinary ones by a long exact sequence. The anti-automorphism on R induces a
Z=2–action on K0.R/ which is the identity on the subgroup K0.Z/D Z.

Proposition 2.1 (Hambleton–Ranicki–Taylor [6, Proposition 3.2]) For any ring with
involution .R; ˛/, there is a long exact sequence

� � � ! yH nC1.Z=2IK0.Z//!Ln
r .R/!Ln.R/! yH n.Z=2IK0.Z//! � � �

where the map Ln.R/! yH n.Z=2IK0.Z// is defined by .C; '/ 7! �.C /.

We will also need to compare these L–groups to the cobordism groups Ln
ev.R/ of

n–dimensional symmetric Poincaré complexes .C; '/ with even Euler characteristic
�.C /� 0 mod 2 for objects and bordisms:

yH nC1.Z=2IZ=2/

((QQQQQQQ

''
yH n.Z=2IZ/

((QQQQQQ

''
Ln�1

r .R/

Ln
ev.R/

((QQQQQQQQ

66mmmmmmm
yH n.Z=2IZ/

((QQQQQQ

66mmmmmm

Ln
r .R/

66mmmmmmmm

88
Ln.R/

66mmmmmmm

77
yH n.Z=2IZ=2/

The map Ln
ev.R/!

yH n.Z=2IZ/ is given by .C; '/ 7! �.C /=2.

In order to define the torsion of a symmetric Poincaré chain complex over a ring with
involution .R; ˛/, we need to work with signed chain complexes, in which each free
chain module Cr has a preferred basis, along with a single choice of sign �C . We denote
by Ln

rh.R/ the corresponding cobordism group of round, n–dimensional, finite, signed
symmetric Poincaré chain complexes of finitely generated based free R–modules. By
forgetting the preferred bases and signs we can identify Ln

rh.R/DLn
r .R/. Similarly, we

can identify the based and unbased versions of the even L–groups Ln
ev h
.R/DLn

ev.R/.

Now let .C; '/ denote an n–dimensional signed symmetric Poincaré chain complex,
of finitely generated based free R–modules, over a ring with involution .R; ˛/. The
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absolute torsion

�NEW.C; '/ WD �NEW.'0W C
n��
! C�/ 2K1.R/

is now defined, as the absolute torsion of the chain equivalence '0 with respect to the
given bases on C� and the dual bases on C n�� . Recall that the differential for C n��

has the sign convention

dC n�� D .�1/r d�C W C
n�r
! C n�rC1:

The dual signed chain complex .C n��; �C n��/ is given the sign

(1) �C n�� D �C Cˇ.C;C /C˛n.C / 2 Im.K1.Z/!K1.R//

where

˛n.C /D
X

r�nC2;nC3.mod 4/

rankR.C
r / 2 Im.K1.Z/!K1.R//:

With this convention, the absolute torsion �NEW.C; '/ is independent of the ini-
tial choice of sign �C (see [11, Proposition 26]). We say that .C; '/ is simple if
�NEW.C; '/D 0.

Lemma 2.2 [11, Lemma 10] If '0W C
n��! C is an isomorphism, then

�NEW.C; '/D

nX
rD0

.�1/r�.'0W C
n�r
! Cr /Cˇ.C;C /C˛n.C / 2K1.R/:

Proof The absolute torsion of a chain isomorphism f W C ! D of signed chain
complexes is just

�NEW.f /D

nX
rD0

.�1/r�.fr W Cr !Dr /� �C C �D

according to [11, Definition 6]. The sign terms for '0 appear above.

The absolute torsion has the symmetry property [11, Propostion 26.2] (compare [26,
7.20(ii)])

�NEW.C; '/� D .�1/n�NEW.C; '/C 1
2
n.nC 1/�.C /

where �W K1.R/ ! K1.R/ denotes the involution on K–theory induced by “˛–
conjugate-transpose” of matrices. The sign term vanishes over rings R for which
skew-hermitian forms necessarily have even rank (such as an integral group ring
RD ZŒ��). Also

�NEW.C;�'/D �NEW.C; '/C�.C /
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(see [11, Proposition 26.5]). Notice that the extra sign terms in both formulas vanish
for round or even symmetric complexes. Moreover, the absolute torsion is additive
under direct sums of symmetric n–complexes. It follows that �NEW.C; '/ defines an
additive map into yH n.Z=2IK1.R// for round or even symmetric complexes.

For our applications, we will need the cobordism groups of simple round or even
Poincaré complexes, and their relation to the L–groups already mentioned. However,
to give a well-defined homomorphism

Ln
ev.R/!

yH n.Z=2IK1.R//

we need the invariant associated to a null-bordant symmetric complex to be trivial.

Example 2.3 Let R D Z with trivial involution. A zero-dimensional symmetric
Poincaré complex over Z is just a unimodular, symmetric bilinear form .L; h/ on a
finitely-generated free abelian group. In this case,

�NEW.L; h/D �.det h/ 2 Z=2

by Lemma 2.2. To compare this invariant to the determinant, we map Z=2! Z=4 by
a 7! 2a mod 4. Then 2�.det h/� det h� 1 mod 4 and

2�NEW.L; h/� det h� 1 mod 4:

Note that for any form .L; h/ of even rank, the absolute torsion is just �.det h/. In
particular, the absolute torsion of the hyperbolic plane H is non-zero, so H represents
a non-trivial element of L0

ev.Z/.

Lemma 2.4 [11, Proposition 26.4] If .C; '/ is homotopy equivalent to the boundary
of an .nC1/–dimensional symmetric signed complex .D; ˆ/, then

�NEW.C; '/D .�1/nC1�NEW.C ! @D/�� �NEW.C ! @D/C 1
2
.nC1/.nC2/�.D/:

Once again, the extra sign term vanishes for round or even complexes.

Corollary 2.5 The absolute torsion �NEW.C; '/ induces a well-defined homomor-
phism Ln

ev.R/!
yH n.Z=2IK1.R//.

The cobordism group of simple round (or even) symmetric Poincaré complexes is
denoted Ln

rs.R/ or Ln
ev s.R/, following [6, page 135].
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Proposition 2.6 There is a commutative braid of exact sequences

yH nC1.Z=2IZ/

((PPPPPPP

&&
Ln

rh.R/

((PPPPPPP

''
yH n.Z=2IK1.R//

Ln
rs.R/

((PPPPPPP

66nnnnnnn
Ln

ev h
.R/

((PPPPPP

66nnnnnn

yH nC1.Z=2IK1.R//

66nnnnnnn

88
Ln

ev s.R/

66nnnnnnn

77
yH n.Z=2IZ/

where the maps Ln
rh.R/!

yH n.Z=2IK1.R// and Ln
ev h
.R/! yH n.Z=2IK1.R// are in-

duced by the absolute torsion .C; '/ 7! �NEW.'0/ 2K1.R/. The maps to yH n.Z=2IZ/

are given by .C; '/ 7! �.C /=2.

Lemma 2.7 Let .R; ˛/ be a ring with involution, and .C; '/ be an even based
symmetric Poincaré complex over R, with �.C / � 0 mod 4 and f�NEW.C; '/g D

0 2 yH n.Z=2IK1.R//. Then .C; '/ is even Poincaré bordant to a round simple based
symmetric Poincaré complex .C 0; '0/.

Proof This follows from the comparison braid given in Proposition 2.6 relating
Ln

rh.R/ and Ln
ev h
.R/.

Example 2.8 For the special case RD Z and nD 0, we can substitute the calculation
L0

rh.Z/D 2Z from [6, 4.2]:

0

((PPPPPPPPPPPP
%%
2Z

((PPPPPPPPP
&&
Z=2

4Z

''PPPPPPPPP

66nnnnnnnnnnn
L0

ev h
.Z/

''PPPPPPPP

66nnnnnnnn

0

77nnnnnnnnnnnn
88
L0

ev s.Z/

77nnnnnn

88 Z=2

We obtain L0
rs.Z/D 4Z. Since the hyperbolic plane H represents a non-zero element

of L0
ev h
.Z/ with � � 2 mod 4 and det.H/ D �1, we have L0

ev h
.Z/ D 2Z˚ Z=2,

generated by h1i ? h1i and H, and L0
ev s.Z/D 2Z generated by h1i ? h1i. A diagram

chase gives L2
ev h
.Z/D Z=2 and the fact that f�NEW.C; '/g D 0 2 yH 0.Z=2IK1.Z//

if dim C � 2 mod 4.
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We will need the following calculation in a later section.

Lemma 2.9 Let C be a symmetric Poincaré complex over RD ZŒZ=2�. The absolute
torsion f�NEW.C; '/g D 0 2 yH 0.Z=2IK1.ZŒZ=2�// if dim C � 2 mod 4.

Proof Since dim C � 2 mod 4, C is an even symmetric Poincaré complex, so
�NEW.C; '/ defines an element of yH 0.Z=2IK1.R//. Let Z=2 D hT i denote a gen-
erator of the group of order two, and we have an inclusion ZŒZ=2�� Z˚Z of rings
given by T 7! ˙1. The induced map

yH 0.Z=2IK1.ZŒZ=2�//! yH 0.Z=2IK1.Z˚Z//

is injective, and the absolute torsion map L4kC2
ev h

.ZŒZ=2�/! yH 0.Z=2IK1.ZŒZ=2�//

composed with this injection factors through L2
ev h
.Z/! yH 0.Z=2IK1.Z//, which we

have seen is the zero map.

3 Absolute torsion and signatures

Let X be a finite, connected C W –complex, and fix a base point x0 2X . We choose
orientations and lifts to the universal covering zX for each cell in X , together with a
sign �X . The cellular chain complex .C. zX /; �X / is now a finitely-generated, signed,
based chain complex over RD ZŒ�1.X;x0/�. If X is an oriented, finite, geometric
Poincaré n–complex, then we define

�NEW.X /D �NEW.C. zX /; '0/ 2 yH
n.Z=2IK1.ZŒ�1.X;x0/�//

where '0 is the duality map from the symmetric structure on C. zX / defined by Ranicki
[22, page 92]. The symmetric structure is a homotopy invariant of X .

Lemma 3.1 Let X be an oriented, finite, Poincaré complex of dimension n. The
absolute torsion �NEW.X / 2 yH n.Z=2IK1.ZŒ�1.X /�// depends only on the homotopy
type of X . In particular, the absolute torsion is independent of the choice of preferred
base for C. zX /.

Proof The absolute torsion �NEW.X / is independent of all the choices made by [11,
Proposition 26].

The symmetric signature of X is the element ��.X / 2 Ln.ZŒ�1.X;x0/�/ given by
the bordism class of the symmetric structure .C. zX /; '/. If �.X /� 0 mod 2, then we
get an even symmetric signature ��ev.X / 2Ln

ev.ZŒ�1.X /�/. In this case, �NEW.X / is
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a bordism invariant: it is the image of ��ev.X / under the homomorphism Ln
ev.R/!

yH n.Z=2IK1.R// from Corollary 2.5. Similarly, if �.X /D 0 the image of ��r .X / 2
Ln

r .ZŒ�1.X /�/ is again the absolute torsion �NEW.X /.

Example 3.2 The manifold X D CP2 # CP2 # 2.S1 � S3/ has a round symmet-
ric signature, whose absolute torsion invariant in yH 0.Z=2;K1.Z// is non-zero. Its
symmetric signature represents a generator of L4

rh.Z/D 2Z.

By composing with the augmentation map �W ZŒ�1.X /�! Z, setting �.g/D 1 for all
g 2 �1.X;x0/, we get a symmetric signature ��.X / 2Ln.Z/ for any oriented, finite
Poincaré complex of dimension n (eg any closed, oriented n–manifold). We define the
reduced absolute torsion, as the image

x�NEW.X / WD ��.�
NEW.X // 2K1.Z/

of the absolute torsion. This invariant is computed from the chain complex of X ,
instead of zX . Our main result depends on a mod 4 relationship between the ordinary
signature of a manifold and the absolute torsion of its symmetric signature over Z.
This is an algebraic fact.

Theorem 3.3 Let .C; '/ be a finite, based, 4k –dimensional algebraic Poincaré com-
plex over Z. Then

sign.C /� 2�NEW.C; '/C .2kC 1/�.C / mod 4:

Proof The first step is to show that the right-hand side is an algebraic cobordism
invariant for Poincaré complexes over Z. Suppose that .C ˚C 0!D; ı'; '˚'0/ is
an algebraic cobordism. Since dim C D 4k , we have

�NEW.C; '/C �NEW.C 0;�'0/D .4kC 1/.2kC 1/�.D/ 2K1.Z/

by Lemma 2.4. However, �.D/ D 1
2
.�.C / C �.C 0// 2 Z and �NEW.C 0;�'0/ D

�NEW.C 0; '0/C�.C 0/, so that

2�NEW.C; '/C 2�NEW.C 0; '0/� .2kC 1/�.C /C .2k � 1/�.C 0/ mod 4:

Therefore

2�NEW.C; '/C .2kC 1/�.C /� 2�NEW.C 0; '0/C .2kC 1/�.C 0/ mod 4

as required (since 2�.C / � 2�.C 0/ mod 4). Next, we use the fact that every 4k –
dimensional symmetric Poincaré complex over Z is algebraically cobordant to a
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complex .C; '/ which is concentrated in dimension 2k (see [22, Proposition 4.5]). In
that case '0 is an isomorphism, so

�NEW.C; '/D �.det'0/Cˇ.C;C /C˛4k.C /

by Lemma 2.2. But the ˇ–term is zero in this case, and ˛4k.C / contributes �.C /
when k is odd and zero otherwise. We may express this as ˛4k.C /D k�.C / 2K1.Z/.
Therefore

�NEW.C; '/D �.det'0/C k�.C / 2K1.Z/

and the right-hand side becomes

2�NEW.C; '/C .2kC 1/�.C /� 2�.det'0/C�.C /� det'0C�.C /� 1 mod 4:

But there is a classical formula

sign.�/� rank.�/C det.�/� 1 mod 4

relating the signature and the determinant mod 4 (see [8, Theorem 3.5]), for any
unimodular symmetric bilinear form � over the integers. We can apply this to '0 , and
note that �.C /D rank'0 , since C is concentrated in dimension 2k .

Corollary 3.4 If .C; '/ is a simple, round Poincaré complex over Z, the signature
sign.C /� 0 mod 4.

We now consider the case where X is an even-dimensional manifold. Let �2 denote
the subset of �ab given by the images of squares from � D �1.X;x0/.

Proposition 3.5 Let X be a closed, oriented PL manifold of even dimension. Then
�NEW.X / 2 Im

�
yH 0.Z=2IK1.Z//˚ yH

0.Z=2I�2/! yH 0.Z=2IK1.ZŒ��//
�
.

Proof Note that yH 0.Z=2I�2/D �2\fxg 2 �ab j xg2D 1g. Suppose that �NEW.X /D

�.˙g/ for some g2� with image xg¤12�ab . Then the duality property �NEW.X /D

�NEW.X /� implies that xg2 D 1. Suppose that xg 62 �2 . Then there is a projection
j W � ! Z=2 such that j .g/ D T is the generator of the quotient group Z=2. Let
pW X 0 ! X denote the 2–fold covering of X induced by j . If dim X � 2 mod 4,
then

j�f�
NEW.X /g D f�.˙T /g 2 yH 0.Z=2IK1.ZŒZ=2�//

which is non-zero, contrary to Lemma 2.9.

If dim X D 4k , then the transfer p!.�NEW.X //D �.�1/, since for finite coverings the
fibre bundle transfer is the same as the classical transfer induced by restriction (see [12,
page 108]). However, by Theorem B it follows that �NEW.X 0/D p!.�NEW.X //, so we
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have x�NEW.X 0/¤ 0 2K1.Z/. It follows that sign.X 0/� 2C 2�.X / mod 4, from the
relation �.X 0/D 2�.X / and Theorem 3.3. The corresponding formula for X gives

sign.X /� 2x�NEW.X /C .2kC 1/�.X / mod 4

and by the Hirzebruch Signature Theorem we have

sign.X 0/D 2 sign.X /� 2�.X / mod 4:

This is a contradiction, so the covering X 0!X does not exist and xg 2 �2 .

4 Absolute torsion structures on polyhedra

In this section we will define the notion of a (pointed) torsion structure on a polyhedron.
First we recall some standard definitions (following [3, Section 1]). A polyhedron
is a topological space equipped with a maximal family of PL related locally finite
triangulations. A cell complex K is a collection of cells PL embedded in a polyhedron
P such that

(i) K is a locally finite covering of P ,

(ii) if ˇ;  2K then @ˇ and ˇ\  are unions of cells of K and

(iii) if ˇ;  are distinct cells of K , then Int ˇ\ Int  D∅.

Let jKj denote the underlying polyhedron of a cell complex, and use ˇ to denote a
cell in K or the subcomplex it determines. A cell complex K0 is a subdivision of K

if jK0j D jKj and every cell of K is a union of cells of K0 . Any two cell complexes
K0 , K00 with jK0j D jK00j have a common subdivision K0 . A base-point for K is a
preferred vertex. A pointed map is one which preserves given base-points. A cellular
map hW K ! L between cell complexes is a PL map hW jKj ! jLj such that for
any cell ˇ 2 K , the image h.ˇ/ is contained in a cell of L. Given any continuous
map f W jKj ! jLj, there is a subdivision hW K0!K and a cellular map kW K0!L

such that f ı h ' k . In other words, any map is homotopic to a cellular map after
subdividing the domain. A cellular homeomorphism is a cellular map hW K!L such
that hW jKj ! jLj is a homeomorphism. From now on, we will consider only finite
cell complexes (those consisting of only finitely many cells), or coverings of finite cell
complexes.

If K is a cell complex, we will say that a covering space zP ! P over P D jKj is
subordinate to K if every cell of K is contained in a evenly-covered neighbourhood of
P . In that case, we let zK be the cell complex on zP induced by the covering pW zP!P .
If k0 2K is a base point and � denotes the structural group of the covering (ie there
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is an identification � D p�1.k0/) , then the cellular chain complex C. zK/ is a chain
complex of free R–modules, where RD ZŒ��. We need some additional data to get a
chain complex of based modules.

Let .K;p/ denote a pointed finite cell complex K , with jKj D P , and a covering
space pW zP ! P subordinate to K , with structural group � . A geometric basis for
.K;p/ consists of the following data:

(i) an ordering for the cells of K compatible with the boundary partial ordering,

(ii) an orientation on each cell ˇ 2K ,

(iii) a preferred lift for each cell ˇ 2K to zK and

(iv) a sign �K 2 Im.K1.Z/!K1.ZŒ��//.

We call .K;p/ a based cell complex if it is equipped with a geometric basis. Note
that the chain complex C. zK/ of a based cell complex is a signed, based, finite chain
complex of finitely-generated free ZŒ��–modules.

Let .X;x0/ be a pointed space, and let pW zX !X be a covering space with structural
group � . We fix a base-point zx0 2

zX , corresponding to the identity element of � ,
with p.zx0/D x0 .

A pointed torsion structure on .X;p/ is a pair .K; c; k0/ such that

(i) K is a pointed finite cell complex, with base-point k0 2K ,

(ii) cW jKj !X is a pointed homeomorphism and

(iii) .K; c�.p// is a based cell complex, with the lift of k0 mapping to zx0 .

The notation c�.p/W j zKj ! jKj means the pull-back covering via c . Usually we will
suppress mentioning the base-points and use the notation .K; c/.

Definition 4.1 Two pointed torsion structures .K1; c1/ and .K2; c2/ on .X;p/ are
related by .K0; h; k/ if K0 is a pointed cell complex and there exists a homotopy
commutative diagram

K1

f // K2

K0

h

aaBBBBBBBB k

==||||||||

where h is a pointed cellular homeomorphism, k is a pointed cellular map, f D c�1
2
ıc1 ,

and f ı h' k .
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Unless explicitly mentioned, we assume that all homotopies of pointed maps are
base-point preserving. Since f D c�1

2
ı c1 is homotopic to a cellular map on some

subdivision K0 of K , any two pointed torsion structures are related as above. If
.K1; c1/ and .K2; c2/ are related by .K0; h; k/, we let .K0;p0/ denote the pull-back
covering .c1 ı h/�.p/Š .c2 ı k/�.p/.

Lemma 4.2 Suppose that .K1; c1/ and .K2; c2/ are related by .K0; h; k/, and that
.K0;p0/ is a based cell complex. Then the quantity

�NEW. K1
///o/o/o K2 / WD �

NEW.C. zK0/
k�
�! C. zK2//� �

NEW.C. zK0/
h�
�! C. zK1//

in K1.ZŒ��/ is independent of the choice of .K0; h; k/, and independent of the choice
of geometric basis for .K0;p0/.

Proof If we have two choices .K0; h; k/ and .K0
0
; h0; k 0/, there is a homotopy com-

mutative diagram

K0
0

h0

~~}}
}}

}}
}} k0

  B
BB

BB
BB

B

K1

f // K2

K0

h

aaBBBBBBBB k

==||||||||

and we apply the chain homotopy invariance of the absolute torsion, and the composition
formula of Proposition 1.1, to the composite C.h/�1 ı C.h0/ ' C.k/�1 ı C.k 0/ of
chain equivalences (and chain homotopy inverses).

Definition 4.3 Two pointed torsion structures .K1; c1/, .K2; c2/ on .X;p/ are equiv-
alent if they are related by a based cell complex .K0;p0/ and

�NEW. K1
///o/o/o K2 /D 0 2K1.ZŒ��/:

Lemma 4.4 This definition gives an equivalence relation on the set of pointed torsion
structures on .X;p/.

Proof The given relation is reflexive and symmetric. If .K1; c1/, .K2; c2/ are related
by .K0; h; k/, and .K2; c2/, .K3; c3/ are related by .K0

0
; h0; k 0/, we have a homotopy
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commutative diagram

K1

f // K2

f 0 // K3

K0

h

``BBBBBBBB k

>>||||||||
K0

0

h0

``BBBBBBBB k0

>>}}}}}}}}

K00
0

h00

``AAAAAAAA k00

>>}}}}}}}

where .K00
0
; h00; k 00/ is the pull-back of K0

k
�!K2

h0

 �K0
0

. This is a cell complex (the
common subdivision of K0 and K0

0
), and h00W K00

0
!K0 is a cellular homeomorphism,

so .K1; c1/ and .K3; c3/ are related by .K00
0
; hıh00; k 0ık 00/. We choose any geometric

basis for .K00
0
;p00

0
/, where p00

0
is the pull-back of the covering c�

2
.p/ by kıh00'k 0ıh00 .

It follows that

�NEW. K1
///o/o/o K3 /D �

NEW. K1
///o/o/o K2 /C �

NEW. K2
///o/o/o K3 /

by the composition formula for the absolute torsion. Therefore .K1; c1/ � .K2; c2/

and .K2; c2/� .K3; c3/ implies .K1; c1/� .K3; c3/.

Definition 4.5 Let S�.X;p/ denote the set of equivalence classes of pointed torsion
structures on .X;p/ for any polyhedron X . We will use the notation ŒK; c� (or just ŒK�
when the reference map is understood) for the equivalence class of a torsion structure
.K; c/. If the covering space p is understood, we will use the notation S�.X / for
short.

The basic idea of the equivalence relation is to identify two pointed torsion structures
whenever the homeomorphism c�1

2
ı c1W K1!K2 is homotopic to a cellular home-

omorphism with zero absolute torsion. The more general formulation above will be
useful in dealing with subdivisions or amalgamations of cell complexes. We remark
that if K � L is a subcomplex (containing the base-point), then a pointed torsion
structure on L induces a pointed torsion structure on K by restriction of the data.

We now define a pairing

ˆW S�.X;p/�S�.X;p/!K1.ZŒ��/

by the formula
ˆ.ŒK�; ŒL�/D �NEW. K ///o/o/o L /
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where .K; cK / and .L; cL/ are pointed torsion structures on .X;p/ representing the
classes ŒK� and ŒL� respectively. This is well-defined, and may be computed by taking
the absolute torsion of a cellular approximation to f D c�1

L
ı cK on a subdivision of

K . Here are some basic properties of the pairing.

Lemma 4.6 For any pointed torsion structures ŒK�, ŒL� and ŒN � on .X;p/:

(i) ˆ.ŒK�; ŒN �/Dˆ.ŒK�; ŒL�/Cˆ.ŒL�; ŒN �/,

(ii) ˆ.ŒK�; ŒL�/D�ˆ.ŒL�; ŒK�/ and

(iii) ŒK� is equivalent to ŒL� if and only if ˆ.ŒK�; ŒL�/D 0.

Proof The formulas follow directly from the definitions. The details are left to the
reader.

5 Absolute torsion structures on manifolds

In Theorem 5.2 we give a formula for the absolute torsion of a closed, oriented manifold
in terms of the ˆ–pairing. This formula will be used in the proof of Theorem B. Our
starting point is the fact that any closed PL manifold X of dimension n has a “normal”
triangulation (see [27, Section 68]). More precisely, any simplicial n–complex K

homeomorphic to X has the following properties

(i) each k –simplex (k < n) of K is incident with at least one n–simplex (this is
called a pure n–complex),

(ii) each .n�1/–simplex of K is incident with exactly two n–simplices and

(iii) any two n–simplices of K can be connected by a sequence of successively
incident simplices of dimensions n and n� 1.

By subdivision, we can find such a normal triangulation of arbitrarily small diameter.
If X is oriented, we can choose a consistent orientation for each n–simplex of K . In
addition, for any element of S�.X;p/ we may find a representative ŒK� such that the
underlying triangulation is normal. There is an analogous cell complex version of this
notion, which we call a normal cell structure on X .

To compute the absolute torsion of X , we will use the classical approach to Poincaré
duality (see [28, Theorem 2.1], [27, Section 69]). Let K� denote the dual cell complex
associated to K . This is defined in terms of the triangulation, starting with the first
barycentric subdivision K0 of K . Let �r .K/ denote the set of r –simplices of K .
The vertices of K0 are the barycentres y�r of the simplices �r 2 �r .K/, and its
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simplices have the form Œy�r0 ; y�r1 ; : : : ; y�rs �, where �rj is a face of �rjC1 for each j .
Let �r .K

0/ denote the set of r –simplices of K0 . The simplex �r of K is the union of
the simplices in �r .K

0/ which terminate with y�r . The cells D�r of K� correspond
bijectively to the simplices of K , and D�r is the union of the simplices of K0 which
begin with y�r . Then dimD�r D n� r and �r intersects D�r transversely only at
y�r . We denote the set of .n� r/–cells of K� by �n�r .K

�/.

For a suitable chain approximation to the diagonal in K �K� , cap product with the
fundamental cycle takes the cochain on K dual to �r to the chain D�r on K� .

Definition 5.1 Let .K; c/ be a torsion structure on X . We define the dual torsion
structure .DK;Dc/ to be the torsion structure on X with underlying cell-complex
DK described above and with geometric basis as follows.

(i) The ordering of the cells on DK is induced from the ordering of the cells on
K : for cells D�r and D�r of the same dimension, D�r comes before D�r if
and only if � come before � .

(ii) The lift of each cell of DK is induced by the lift of the corresponding dual cell.

(iii) The cells of DK are oriented such that cap product with the fundamental cycle
induces the based identity map

D'0W C.K/
n�r
! C.DK/r :

With the above choice of geometric basis the chain complex of DK is C.DK/ D

C.K/n�� . We choose the sign �DK to be �DK D �C.K /n�� . Hence C.DK/ D

C.K/n�� as signed complexes (identified by D'0 ).

Theorem 5.2 Let X be a closed, oriented manifold of dimension n. Then

�NEW.X /Dˆ.ŒDK�; ŒK�/ 2 yH n.Z=2IK1.ZŒ�1.X;x0/�//:

Proof We first choose a geometric basis for the first barycentric subdivision K0 of
K . Since X is an oriented manifold we may apply the symmetric construction of
Ranicki [22; 23] to find a symmetric Poincaré complex .C.K/; '/; in particular, the
map '0W C.K/

n��!C.K/ is a chain level representative of the Poincaré duality map
on X given by cup-product with the fundamental class. We have a diagram of signed
chain complexes which commutes up to chain homotopy:

C n��.K/
D'0

'0

��

C.DK/

��
C.K/ // C.K0/
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Hence

�NEW.X /D �NEW.'0/

D �NEW.C.DK/! C.K0//� �NEW.C.K/! C.K0//

Dˆ.ŒDK�; ŒK0�/�ˆ.ŒK�; ŒK0�/

Dˆ.ŒDK�; ŒK�/:

Thus the theorem is proved.

6 Fibre transport and transfer

In this section we will describe a suitable algebraic setting for the fibre transport in a
fibre bundle, and establish some useful properties for use in Section 8. Let A and B be
(small) additive categories with involution, and recall that SPDn.B/ denotes the full
sub-category of SD.B/ consisting of signed n–dimensional chain complexes C in B,
such that C n�� is chain equivalent to C , and �.C /D 0 if n is odd. This sub-category
inherits an involution via C 7! C n�� (see Definition 12.18).

Definition 6.1 A transfer functor is a set of additive functors J D W A! SPDn.B/,
indexed by a set AModB of objects D in SPDn.B/ called A–B bimodules, such that

(i) if D2AModB and D ŠD0 , then D02AModB ,

(ii) for each isomorphism gW D!D0 in SPDn.B/ there is a natural transformation
g�W J

D ! J D0 , with .id/� D id and .h ıg/� D h� ıg� for any isomorphism
hW D0!D00 and

(iii) for each object M 2 A , J D.M /� Š J Dn��

.M �/.

If .C; �C / is a signed complex in A , then J D.C / is a signed chain complex in
SPDn.B/, with �J D.C / D J D.�C /. This formula gives an allowable sign because

J D.�.M;N //D �.J D.M /;J D.N //

since J D is additive and �.M;N /D � iso.M ˚N !N ˚M / for any objects M , N

of A . The composition

trfD D i� ıJ D
� W K

iso
1 .A/!Kiso

1 .B/

is called the transfer induced by J D .

The main examples for our applications arise from the fibre transport.
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Example 6.2 (Fibre Transport) Let R and S be rings with involution, and let D be
an object in SPDn.A.S//. Suppose that

pW R! ŒD;D�op

is a homomorphism of rings with involution, where ŒD;D�op denotes the set of chain
homotopy classes of self-chain maps D!D over S . Then we let A.R/ModA.S/ be
the collection of all objects D0 ŠD . Define

J D
W A.R/! SPDn.A.S//

on objects by setting J D.R/D .D; �D/, and extending additively. As a chain complex,
J D.M /DM ˝R D for each object M in A.R/, and the sign �J D.M / is determined
by the usual formula for direct sums. If f W M !M 0 is a morphism in A.R/, then
we get an induced morphism

f ˝ 1W M ˝R D!M 0
˝R D;

where p is used to define a left R–module structure on D . If gW D ! D0 is an
isomorphism in SPDn.A.S//, the natural transformation g�W J

D.C /! J D0.C / is
defined by

1˝gW C ˝R D! C ˝R D0 :

The duality property (iii) follows from the identification M D Rm as a based, free
R–module. The involution M 7!M � maps the given base to the dual base. Under
these identifications

M �
˝R Dn��

D˚
m
iD1Dn��

D .˚m
iD1D/� D .M ˝R D/�:

In this example, the transfer induced by J D is usually denoted p!W K1.R/!K1.S/

(see [12]).

As a special case (when p is trivial) we get a transfer functor

J D
W A.R/! SPDn.A.R˝S//

for any two rings with involution (tensor product over Z).

Example 6.3 (Tensor products) Let C and D be signed chain complexes over A.R/

and A.S/ respectively, and let F�.C˝D/ denote the filtered complex structure defined
in Example 12.4, Section 12. Then the signed tensor product is the signed filtered
complex whose underlying chain complex is C ˝D and whose associated graded
complex is J D.C; �C / D .G�.C ˝D/;J D.�C //. The ‘internal’ sign �Gr .C˝D/ is
the sign of the chain complex J D.Cr / over S , as defined above. In this example, the
transfer p! D trfD is just multiplication by �.D/.
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The functorial properties of J D give two useful formulas.

Lemma 6.4 Let J D W A! SDn.B/ be a transfer functor.

(i) For each chain equivalence f W C ! C 0 in A ,

i��
NEW.J D.f //D i�J

D
� .�

NEW.f //D trfD.�
NEW.f // 2Kiso

1 .B/:

(ii) If J D is induced by a fibre transport R
p
�! ŒD;D�op , then for each chain equiva-

lence gW D!D0 in A.S/,

i��
NEW.J D.C /

g�
�! J D0.C //D �.C / � �NEW.g/ 2Kiso

1 .A.S//:

Proof Part (i) of the Lemma follows directly from the definitions. For Part (ii) observe
that g�W J

D.C /! J D0.C / is an isomorphism of chain complexes in SD.A.S// and
hence

��
NEW.J D.C /

g�
�! J D0.C //D i�

�X
.�/r� iso.1˝gW Cr ˝R D! Cr ˝R D0/

�
D

X
.�/r�NEW

�M
rankR.Cr /.gW D!D0/

�
D �.C /�NEW.gW D!D0/ 2Kiso

1 .A.S//:

Thus the Lemma is proved.

We now prove the product formula for the absolute torsion of symmetric Poincaré
structures announced in [11].

Proposition 6.5 Let .C; 'C / and .D; 'D/ be symmetric Poincaré complexes over
rings with involution R and S respectively. Then

�NEW.C ˝D; 'C
˝'D/D �.C /�NEW.D; 'D/C�.D/�NEW.C; 'C /

evaluated in K1.R˝S/.

Proof Let dim C D k and dim D D n. By definition

�NEW.C ˝D; 'C
˝'D/D �NEW.'0˝�0W .C ˝D/nCk��

! .C ˝D//:

The map 'C
0
˝'D

0
is given by the composition:

.C ˝D/nCk��
�C˝D

����! C k��
˝Dn�� '0˝1

����! C ˝Dn�� 1˝'0
����! C ˝D:

The result now follows from Lemma 6.4 and Lemma 12.27.
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7 Absolute torsion structures on fibre bundles

The notion of pointed torsion structures will now be extended to PL or smooth fibre
bundles Fn

q
�!EnCk

p
�! Bk (see Anderson [1, page 181] for the definition of a PL

fibre bundle). We always assume that F , E and B are compatibly oriented PL or
smooth, closed manifolds (considered as polyhedra via the canonical PL structure
compatible with their smooth structure). In both cases there exists a triangulation of
the fibre bundle compatible with a given triangulation on the base (see Putz [21] for
the smooth case). The orientation assumption means that �1.B; b0/ acts trivially on
Hn.F IZ/ by fibre transport, and the isomorphism

HnCk.E;Z/DHk.BIZ/˝Hn.F IZ/

is compatible with the given orientations on total space, base and fibre.

Our goal is to define a notion of a pointed fibre bundle torsion structure (PFBTS) which
will have as data a PTS on both the base and fibre, and which will determine a PTS on
the total space E .

Fix a base-point b0 2 B and a base-point e0 2E with p.e0/D b0 . We will always
assume that B is connected. In the definitions below, the geometric bases for torsion
structures on B or E will use their universal covering spaces (suppressed in the
notation, together with the chosen lifts of the base-points). In particular, if cW K! B

is a pointed torsion structure (PTS), and  � @ˇ for some cell ˇ 2K , then we have a
component of the boundary chain map

@ˇ; W C. ž/! SC.z /

which can be identified with the module homomorphism

dˇ; W ZŒ�1.B; b0/�! ZŒ�1.B; b0/�

given by multiplication with some element dˇ; 2 f˙�
abg. This is a module isomor-

phism. We will use the images

p!.�.dˇ; // 2K1.ZŒ�1.E; e0/�/

under the fibre bundle transfer p! in the discussion below.

Let K!B and L!E be cell structures on the base and total spaces such that the
induced map L!K is cellular. We call this a cell structure on the fibre bundle. Then
we may regard C. zL/ as a filtered complex by defining

Fr C. zL/D C.p�1.Kh6ri//
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where Kh6ri is the subcomplex of K consisting of the cells of dimension 6 r . If
dim F D n and dim B D k , then we obtain an admissible .nC k/–dimensional k –
filtered chain complex as defined in Section 12. The associated complex of F�C. zL/

has the direct sum decomposition

Gr C. zL/D S�r
M
ˇ2K .r /

C.p�1.ˇ//

indexed over the cells in K of dimension r . We will use the notation C. zFˇ/ WD

S�r C.p�1.ˇ// for ˇ 2K.r/ , so we have the identification

Gr C. zL/D
M
ˇ2K .r /

C. zFˇ/:

Note that the cell structure on E gives a cell structure on F0 WD p�1.b0/. Let ŒF �
denote a pointed torsion structure for F0 , with respect to the pull-back of the universal
covering of E by qW F !E . Fibre transport defines a ring morphism

ZŒ�1B�! ŒC. zF0/;C. zF0/�
op

so we have a transfer functor

J C. zF0/W A.ZŒ�1B�/! SPDn.A.ZŒ�1E�//:

To shorten the notation, we will let J F WD J C. zF0/ when the PTS on F is clear from
the context.

We can apply this additive functor to the identification

Cr . zK/D
M
ˇ2K .r /

C. ž/

to obtain

J C. zF0/.Cr . zK//D
M
ˇ2K .r /

J C. zF0/.C. ž//D
M
ˇ2K .r /

C. zF0/:

One of our main goals to construct a chain equivalence

E W G�.C. zL//! J C. zF0/C. zK/

by constructing chain equivalences

EˇW C. zFˇ/! C. zF0/

for each ˇ 2 K , and defining E as the direct sum of the Eˇ over all such ˇ . This
can be achieved if we can construct such maps which are compatible with boundary
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inclusions  < ˇ . We will first construct the maps Eˇ for a special type of PTS on the
base B which comes from a normal unfolding (defined below). This construction will
then be extended to any PTS on the base B .

A pointed torsion structure cK W K!B is small with respect to the bundle E
p
�!B , if

c.ˇ/ is contained in a locally trivial bundle neighbourhood for each ˇ 2K .

Definition 7.1 A geometric basis for a pointed fibre bundle .E;p; e0/ consists of the
following data

(i) a pointed torsion structure .K; cK ; k0/ on B , which is small with respect to the
bundle .E;p/,

(ii) a cell structure L!K on E! B , over cK W K! B and

(iii) a geometric basis for Fˇ �L, for each ˇ 2K , with respect to the pull-back of
the universal covering of E .

Notice that a geometric basis for .E;p/ and the fixed base-points give a PTS for
the fibre F , represented by .F0; cLjF0

/. We denote this pointed torsion structure by
ŒF � 2 S�.F /.

Definition 7.2 A pointed fibre bundle torsion structure (PFBTS) on .E;p/ consists
of a geometric basis L!K for .E;p; e0//, such that

(i) for each ˇ 2 K , a chain equivalence EˇW C. zFˇ/ ! C. zF0/ where the map
Eb0 W C. zF0/! C. zF0/ is the identity,

(ii) for each ˇ 2K ,

�NEW.EˇW C. zFˇ/! C. zF0//D 0 2K1.ZŒ�1.E; e0/�/

and

(iii) the sum

E D
M
ˇ2K

EˇW G�.C. zL//! J C. zF0/C. zK/

is a chain isomorphism in SD.A.ZŒ�1.E; e0/�//.

We will denote a PFBTS for .E;p/ by .L!K; E/, and the induced PTS on the fibre
by ŒF �. We will say that the PFBTS realizes the given structures on base and fibre.
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A PFBTS on E! B determines a PTS on E as follows. The choice of geometric
basis on each fibre Fˇ determines lifts and orientations of each of the cell in L. The
associated complex G�.C. zL// may be made into a signed complex by setting

Gr .C. zL//D
M
ˇ2K hr i

C. zFˇ/

as signed complexes, and setting �
G�C. zL/

D J F
� .�K /. We then give C. zL/ the filtered

sign determined by the signs for G�.C. zL// and define �L D �F�C. zL/
.

Lemma 7.3 i��
NEW.E�W G�.C. zL//! J C. zF0/C. zK//D 0 2K1.ZŒ�1.E; e0/�/.

Proof This follows directly from the sign conventions chosen, and the formula

�NEW.E�/D
X

r

.�1/r� iso.Er W Gr .C. zL//! J F Cr . zK//C �J F C. zK /
� �

G�.C. zL//

for the absolute torsion of a chain isomorphism.

8 Absolute torsion of fibre bundles

We will show in Theorem 8.5 that every smooth (or PL) fibre bundle F ! E! B

as above admits a pointed fibre bundle pointed torsion structure. First we define the
normal unfolding of a normal triangulation of a closed manifold. The idea is to cut
X open along certain .n�1/–simplices of the triangulation K to obtain a contractible
complex projecting onto X .

Definition 8.1 Let K D
S
f�n

˛ j˛ 2 JK g, where the �n
˛ are the distinct n–simplices

in the triangulation of X . Let j˛W �
n
˛ ! K denote the inclusion maps of the n–

simplices. A normal unfolding of K is a pure simplicial n–complex yK equipped with
a simplicial map f W yK!K , such that

(i) yK is a union of n–simplices, with index set J yK , and each .n�1/–simplex of
yK is incident with one or two n–simplices,

(ii) there is a bijection � W J yK ! JK such that f j�n
˛ D j�.˛/ for all ˛ 2 J yK and

(iii) yK is contractible.

We again have an analogous notion for normal cell structures.

Lemma 8.2 Let X be a closed smooth manifold of dimension n. Each normal cell
structure K on X admits a normal unfolding . yK; f /.
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Proof We give the proof for the case of triangulations. Consider the set of barycentres
V D fv˛ j˛ 2 JK g of the n–simplices of K . We can join the barycentres of each pair
f�n

˛; �
n
ˇ
g of incident n–simplices with an edge e˛ˇ through their common .n� 1/

face to obtain a connected graph (the dual 1-skeleton of K ). Let T D .V;E/ denote
a maximal tree in this graph, and note that T has vertex set consisting of all the
barycentres. Let yK be the quotient space of the disjoint union of the n–simplices in K ,
where we identify two n–simplices �n

˛ , �n
ˇ

in yK along an .n� 1/ face if and only if

e˛ˇ 2E . By construction, yK is a thickening of the tree T , so yK is contractible. The
other properties of a normal unfolding are clear.

A normal unfolding yK ! K can be used to make consistent choices of lifts to the
universal covering for simplices in K . Any cell ˇ 2K is contained in a unique n–cell
of minimal ordering. We can specify a unique lift y̌2 yK by requiring y̌ to be contained
in the lift y� of �.

Definition 8.3 A pointed torsion structure K ! B is normal if for some normal
unfolding yK ! K , the chosen lifts of adjacent cells ˇ;  2 K are adjacent in the
universal covering zK whenever their lifts y̌ and y are adjacent in yK .

Remark 8.4 If f W yK!K is a normal unfolding, the map f induces an equivalence
relation on the r –simplices of yK . Two r –simplices are equivalent if they are identified
by f to the same simplex in K . Let @ yK denote the subset of K consisting of all
the simplices whose equivalence class contains more than one element. This is a
sub-complex of yK called its boundary.

Let v0 denote the barycentre of one of the n–simplices (chosen as a base point, so
f .v0/ D k0 ), and let vi 2 �i denote the barycentre of each of the n–simplices �n

i

with a face �i � @ yK . Let xi 2 �i denote the barycentre of each such face, and
ei D Œvi ;xi ���

n
i the linear path joining vi to xi . Let �i denote the unique path in

the maximal tree joining v0 with the barycentre vi 2�
n
i , followed by the path ei to

xi . If �i and �j , i < j , are a pair of .n�1/–faces identified under f W yK!K , then
f .ei/[ f .ej /D eij is an edge in the dual 1-skeleton of K . The fundamental group
�1.K; k0/ is generated by loops of the form uij WD f .�i/[ eij [f .�j /.

Here is our main result about the existence of pointed fibre bundle torsion structures.

Theorem 8.5 (Realization) Let E ! B be a fibre bundle of compatibly oriented
closed PL manifolds. Given a PTS on K! B , a cell structure L!K on the fibre
bundle, and a geometric basis on F , there exists a PFBTS .L!K; E/ realizing this
data.
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The main steps in the proof are contained in the following special case.

Proposition 8.6 There exists a PFBTS .L! K; E/ on E ! B realizing a given
normal pointed torsion structure K! B on B , a given cell structure L!K on the
fibre bundle, and a given geometric basis for F .

Proof We are required to construct chain maps EˇW C. zFˇ/ ! C. zF0/ such that
the direct sum E W G�.C. zL//! J F C. zK/ is a chain equivalence. Once these maps
are constructed, we can choose a geometric basis on each Fˇ such that the maps
EˇW C. zFˇ/! C. zF0/ have trivial absolute torsion (this is condition (ii) for a PFBTS).
The condition that E is a chain map is equivalent to the statement that for a pair
of simplices  < ˇ where  is an .r � 1/–dimensional cell in the boundary of an
r –dimensional cell ˇ , the diagram

(2) C. zFˇ/

��

// J F C.ˇ/

��
C. zF /

// J F C. /

commutes. We will first construct the maps E and then show that this diagram commutes
for all  < ˇ .

Let f W yK!K be the normal unfolding of K , and gW yL!L the pull-back of L!K

over yK . The chain complex G�.C. yL// splits over the cells y̌ 2 yK as:

G�.C. yL//D
M
y̌2 yK

C. zF y̌/:

We assume that the base-point k0 is uniquely covered (f �1.k0/ D v0 ). The chain
complex C. yK/ is a based Z–module chain complex since we have an orientation for
each cell. Since yK is contractible the pull-back of the universal cover of B over the
map yK!K! B is trivial and hence we have a chain map

f�W C. yK/˝Z ZŒ�1B�! C. zK/

of based signed chain complexes over ZŒ�1B�. On the total space we have a filtered
chain map g�W C. yL/! C. zL/ whose associated map

G�.g�/W G�.C. yL//! G�.C. zL//

splits over each cell ˇ of K , and lifts y̌ of ˇ giving an isomorphism of chain complexes:

g y̌W C. zF y̌/! C. zFˇ/:
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Note that
J F .C. yK/˝Z ZŒ�1B�/D C. yK/˝Z C. zF0/:

Since yK is contractible and the triangulation K ! B is small with respect to the
bundle E! B , there is a trivializing homeomorphism

‰K W j
yLj ! j yKj �F

of the pull-back bundle ypW yL! yK which gives rise to a chain homotopy commutative
diagram of chain maps:

C. yp�1. y̌//

��

// C. ž/˝Z C. zF0/D C. zF0/

��

C. yL/ // C. yK/˝Z C. zF0/D J F .C. yK/˝Z ZŒ�1B�/

for each y̌ 2 yK . Let r be the dimension of ˇ . By taking the associated complexes and
maps in this diagram, we construct maps E y̌ :

C.Fˇ/

��

E y̌ // C. zF0/

��

Gr .C. yL//
// J F .Cr . yK/˝Z ZŒ�1B�/

The sum yE W G�.C. yL//! J C. zF0/.C. yK/˝Z ZŒ�1B�/ is a chain map and each E y̌ is a
chain equivalence.

Each cell ˇ in K lies in an n–simplex of minimal ordering so we have a particular lift
y̌ of ˇ . We define the chain equivalence Eˇ to be

Eˇ D E y̌ ı .g y̌/�1
W C. zFˇ/! C. zF y̌/! C. zF0/

where g y̌ is the restriction of gW yL!L to y̌. It remains to show that E� is a chain
map, in other words that the diagram (2) commutes for all pairs ˇ;  . This is true if
the lifts of the cells ˇ and  are adjacent in yK , since we have a commutative diagram:

C. zFˇ/
.g y̌/

�1

//

��

C. zF y̌/
E y̌ //

��

C. zF /D J F C.ˇ/

��
C. zF /

.gy /
�1

// C. zFy /
E y // C. zF /D J F C. /
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Suppose now that the lift of  is not adjacent to that of ˇ . Then the component of the
differential in C. zK/ given by C.ˇ/! C. / is dˇ; D˙t for some non-trivial group
element t 2 �1B , when considered as a map of based complexes. We will denote
by ˙ the sign in front of t . Let y 0 be the lift of  which is adjacent to the chosen
lift of y̌ of ˇ . The two faces y , y 0 are identified under yK ! K . Let fy , fy 0 be
paths in yK joining the barycentres xy , xy 0 with the base point v0 . Then the image of
fy [fy 0 in K is a loop representing t . Hence fibre transport around t is described by
the following composition:

F ! F �xy

‰jxy
���! yp�1.xy /! p�1.x /! yp

�1.xy 0/
.‰jxy 0 /

�1

�������! F �xy 0 ! F

where x is the barycentre of  in K . Therefore the composition of homotopy
equivalences:

F ! F � jy j
‰K jy
����! Fy

gj
��! F

.gj 0 /
�1

������! Fy 0
.‰K jy 0 /

�1

�������! F � jy 0j ! F

is described up to homotopy by fibre transport around t . Hence the composition

C. zF /
.E y /�1

�����! C. zFy /
gy
��! C. zF /

.gy 0 /
�1

�����! C. zFy 0/
E y 0
��! C. zF /

is given (up to chain homotopy) by J F .t/W C. zF /! C. zF /. From this we deduce that

E D J F .t/ ı .E y 0 ı .gy 0/�1/

Since y 0 is adjacent to y̌ we know that

C. zFˇ/

��

Eˇ // C. zF /

J F .˙/

��
C. zF /

E y 0ı.gy 0 /�1

// C. zF /

commutes. It now follows that

C. zFˇ/

��

Eˇ // C. zF /

J F .˙t/

��
C. zF /

E // C. zF /

commutes as required.
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The proof of Theorem 8.5 Let K0 ! B be a normal PTS on B with the same
underlying cell-structure as K . Then we can find a PFBTS .L0! K0; E 0/ with L0

having the same underlying cell structure as L and fibre structure F by the above
proposition. For each cell ˇ 2 K we have a corresponding cell ˇ0 2 K0 and an
identification of C.Fˇ/ with C.Fˇ0/. We use this identification to choose a geometric
basis for F0 such that C.Fk0

/! C.Fk0
0
/ is the based identity map. We now define

the maps Eˇ by

Eˇ D J F .C.ˇ0/! C.ˇ// ı .E 0/ˇ0 W C. zFˇ/! C. zF0/

using the identification of C.Fˇ/ with C.Fˇ0/. We again choose a geometric basis on
each Fˇ such that the maps EˇW C. zFˇ/! C. zF0/ have trivial absolute torsion. We
claim that .L!K; E/ is a PFBTS. The only condition remaining to check is that E is
a chain map. However, by construction, E is the composition

G�.C. zL//! G�.C. zL
0//

E 0
�! J F C. zK0/

J F .C. zK 0/!C. zK //
�������������! J F C. zK/

of chain maps and hence is itself a chain map.

Remark 8.7 The maps Eˇ in a PFBTS have a geometric interpretation. For an
oriented cell ˇ 2K , the intersection of cells of p�1.ˇ/ with p�1. y̌/, the barycentre
of ˇ , defines a cell-structure on p�1. y̌/. A lift of a cell in p�1.ˇ/ determines a lift
of the corresponding cell in p�1. y̌/, and also the orientation of the cell in p�1.ˇ/

along with the orientation of ˇ determines an orientation of the cell in p�1. y̌/. This
determines a PTS on p�1. y̌/; moreover we have an identification of based chain
complexes:

C. zFˇ/! C.p�1. y̌//:

We can regard the choice of lift of ˇ as a path � from the base point b0 to ˇ . Then
the map Eˇ composed with the above identification

EˇW C.p�1. y̌//! C. zF /

is a chain level representative of the map from p�1. y̌/ to F given by fibre transport
along � .

9 The proof of Theorem B

In order to prove Theorem B we will need to show how the absolute torsions computed
from a pointed torsion structure on a fibre bundle vary when we change the PTS on
the base or on the fibre. Let S�.F

q
�!E/ denote the set of pointed torsion structures
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on F0 D p�1.b0/ with respect to the pull-back of the universal covering of E . We
summarize the results in the following Proposition.

Proposition 9.1 Given ŒB�2 S�.B/ and ŒF �2 S�.F
q
�!E/, there exists a fibre bundle

torsion structure .L!K; E/ on F!E!B , such that ŒK�D ŒB� and the class of the
fibre structure is ŒF �. Moreover any two such fibre bundle torsion structures represent
the same element in S�.E/.

Let EŒB�ŒF � 2 S�.E/ denote the induced torsion structure on the total space.

Proposition 9.2 Let ŒB1�; ŒB2� 2 S�.B/ be any two torsion structures for the base,
and let ŒF1�; ŒF2� 2 S�.F

q
�!E// be any two fibre structures. Then

ˆ.EŒB1�ŒF1�;EŒB2�ŒF2�/D p!ˆ.ŒB1�; ŒB2�/C�.B/ˆ.ŒF1�; ŒF2�/:

The dual torsion structure DEŒB�ŒF � of EŒB�ŒF � was defined in Definition 5.1.

Proposition 9.3 Let DEŒB�ŒF � denote the dual torsion structure of EŒB�ŒF � in S�.E/.
Then

ˆ.DEŒB�ŒF �;EŒDB�ŒDF �/D 0:

These properties will be established in a sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 9.4 Given PTS’s on K and F the maps EˇW C. zFˇ/! C. zF0/ are uniquely
determined by the properties:

(i) the map Eb0 W C. zF0/! C. zF0/ is the identity and

(ii) the direct sum E D
L
ˇ Eˇ is a chain equivalence.

Proof Suppose that fEˇ
1
g and fEˇ

2
g are two sets of chain maps satisfying these

conditions. Since B is connected, any cell ˇ 2K can be connected to the base-point
by a sequence of adjacent pairs of cells. If  � @ˇ , we have a commutative diagram

C. zFˇ/
Eˇ

1 //

��

C. zF0/

C. zF /
E

1 // C. zF0/

and similarly for E2 . We are using the identification J F C.ˇ/DC. zF0/, valid for every
cell. But the horizontal maps are isomorphisms in SPDn.ZŒ�1.E; e0/�/, so Eˇ

1
D Eˇ

2

if and only if E
1
D E

2
. However, these two maps agree at the base-point b0 , so they

agree over every cell and E1 D E2 .
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Lemma 9.5 Suppose that .L1!K; E1/ and .L2!K; E2/ are pointed fibre bundle
torsion structures on E!B with fibre structures F1 and F2 respectively. If hW L1!

L2 is a subdivision over K , then there is a commutative diagram

G�.C. zL1//

G�.h/

��

E1 // J F1.C. zK//

h�
��

G�.C. zL2// E2

// J F2.C. zK//

in SPDn.ZŒ�1.E; e0/�/.

Proof Since any subdivision over K is a filtered map, we can pass to the associated
graded complexes. The composition

E 01W G�.C. zL1//
G�.h/
����! G�.C. zL2//

E2
�! J F2C. zK/

.h�/
�1

����! J F1C. zK/

splits over each simplex ˇ 2K to the composition:

E 01
ˇ
W C. zF1ˇ/

G�.h�jˇ/
������! C. zF2ˇ/

Eˇ
2
��! J F2C.ˇ/

.h�/
�1

����! J F1C.ˇ/:

In particular the map E 0
1

b0 coincides with E1
b0 , so the above remark implies that

E 0
1
D E1 . Hence the diagram commutes.

Corollary 9.6 Suppose that .L1!K; E1/ and .L2!K; E2/ are pointed fibre bundle
torsion structures on a fibre bundle F!E!B . The induced pointed torsion structures
ŒL1� and ŒL2� on E satisfy

ˆ.ŒL1�; ŒL2�/D �.B/ˆ.ŒF1�; ŒF2�/:

Proof If L2 is a subdivision of L1 , then the commutativity of the diagram implies
that

�NEW.G�.C. zL1//! G�.C. zL2///D �
NEW.J F1.C. zK//! J F2.C. zK///

since the maps E1 and E2 have trivial absolute torsion. By Lemma 6.4

i��
NEW.G�.C. zL1//! G�.C. zL2///D �.B/�

NEW.C. zF1/! C. zF2//

D �.B/ˆ.ŒF1�; ŒF2�/:
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From Theorem 12.17 on the torsion of filtered maps we see that:

ˆ.ŒL1�; ŒL2�/D �
NEW.C. zL1/! C. zL2//

D i��
NEW.G�.C. zL1//! G�.C. zL2///

D �.B/ˆ.ŒF1�; ŒF2�/

as required. We now consider the general case where L2 is not necessarily a subdivision
of L1 ; in this case we may find a filtered cellular map L3!L1 which is a common
subdivision (as cell-complexes) of L1 and L2 . By Theorem 8.5 we may find a PFBTS
whose underlying triangulation is L3 , we will also denote this by L3 . It now follows
that

ˆ.ŒL1�; ŒL2�/Dˆ.ŒL2�; ŒL3�/�ˆ.ŒL1�; ŒL3�/

D �.B/ˆ.ŒF2�; ŒF3�/��.B/ˆ.ŒF1�; ŒF3�/

D �.B/ˆ.ŒF1�; ŒF2�/

as required.

Lemma 9.7 Suppose that .L1 ! K1; E1/ and .L2 ! K2; E2/ are pointed fibre
bundle torsion structures on E ! B . Let hW L1 ! L2 , f W K1 ! K2 be cellular
homeomorphisms, with pL2

ıhDf ıpL1
and h inducing the identity on F Dp�1.b0/.

If both PFBTS’s have the same fibre structure under this identification, then there is a
commutative diagram

G�.C. zL1//

G�.h/

��

E1 // J F .C. zK1//

J F .f /
��

G�.C. zL2// E2

// J F .C. zK2//

in SDn.ZŒ�1.E; e0/�/.

Proof We first consider the case where K1 and K2 differ only by the choice of PTS.
Then the composition

G�.C. zL1//
G�.h/
����! G�.C. zL2//

E2
�! J F C. zK2/

J F .f �1
� /

������! J F C. zK1/

splits over the cells of K1DK2 to give maps E 0ˇ
1
W G�.C. zFˇ//!J F C. zK1/. However

Lemma 9.4 shows that these maps must coincide with the Eˇ
1

, so the diagram commutes
in this case.
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It is now sufficient to consider the case where the map K1! K2 is an elementary
subdivision of one cell ˇ and where L1!L2 is a cellular isomorphism away from
p�1.ˇ/. We may also assume the geometric basis for K2 is the same as that for K1

away from ˇ and that the geometric basis for each C. zF1 / coincides with that for
C. zF2 / for  ¤ ˇ . We may also assume that the maps E

1
and E

2
are equal for all

 ¤ ˇ so it is sufficient to show that the diagram commutes on the C. zFˇ/ factor. Let
fˇigi be the components of the subdivision of ˇ in K2 which have the same dimension
as ˇ . Then we must show that the diagram

C. zFˇ/

G�.hjˇ/

��

Eˇ // J F C.ˇ/

J F .f jˇ/

��L
i C. zFˇi

/
˚Eˇi // L

i J F C.ˇi/

commutes. The RHS of the diagram splits over the components C. zF�i
/ so it is sufficient

to show that

C. zFˇ/

G�.hjˇi
/

��

Eˇ // J F C.ˇ/

J F .f jˇi
/

��
C. zFˇi

/
Eˇi // J F C.ˇi/

commutes for each i . Let � be a boundary component of both ˇi and ˇ (such a
component can always be found for an elementary subdivision). Then we have a
diagram of chain equivalences:

C. zF� /
//

E�
��

C. zFˇ/
G�.hjˇi

/
//

Eˇ
��

C. zFˇi
/ //

Eˇi

��

C. zF� /

E�
��

J F C.�/ // J F C.ˇ/
J F .f jˇi

/
// J F C.ˇi/

// J F C.�/

The outer square commutes since the compositions along the top and bottom are the
identity maps. The left and right squares commute since both E1 and E2 are chain
maps. Hence the middle square commutes as required.

Corollary 9.8 Let K1 and K2 be cell-decompositions of B ; let L1 ! K1 and
L2!K2 be PFBTS’s on E! B with fibre class ŒF �. Then the induced PTS’s on E ,
ŒL1� and ŒL2� satisfy

ˆ.ŒL1�; ŒL2�/D p!ˆ.ŒK1�; ŒK2�/:
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Proof If L2 and K2 are subdivisions of L1 and K1 respectively, then commutativity
of the diagram of the above lemma and Lemma 6.4 give:

i��
NEW.G�.C. zL1//! G�.C. zL2///D �

NEW.J F C. zK1/! J F C. zK2//

D p!�NEW.C. zK1/! C. zK2//:

Using Theorem 12.17 on the torsion of filtered maps we see that:

ˆ.ŒL1�; ŒL2�/D �
NEW.C. zL1/! C. zL2/

D �NEW.G�.C. zL1//! G�.C. zL2///

D p!�NEW.C. zK1/! C. zK2//:

In the general case we choose a common subdivision .L3!K3; E/ with fibre structure
F . Then:

ˆ.ŒL1�; ŒL2�/Dˆ.ŒL1�; ŒL3�/Cˆ.ŒL3�; ŒL2�/

D p!ˆ.ŒK1�; ŒK3�/Cp!ˆ.ŒK3�; ŒK2�/

D p!ˆ.ŒK1�; ŒK2�/:

Thus the Corollary is proved.

The proof of Proposition 9.1 We choose a torsion structure K ! B representing
ŒB�. Then by Theorem 8.5 we may find a fibre bundle torsion structure .L!K; E/
with the given fibre class. Let .L0!K0; E 0/ be another choice of fibre bundle torsion
structure. Then by Corollary 9.8 we have

ˆ.ŒL�; ŒL0�/D p!.ŒK�; ŒK0�/D p!.ŒB�; ŒB�/D 0:

Therefore ŒL� and ŒL0� are equivalent.

The proof of Proposition 9.2 Choose representatives .L1 ! K1; E1/, .L2 !

K2; E2/ and .L3!K2; E3/ for EŒB1�ŒF1� ,EŒB2�ŒF1� and EŒB2�ŒF2� respectively. Then

ˆ.EŒB1�ŒF1�;EŒB2�ŒF2�/Dˆ..L1!K1; E1/; .L2!K2; E2//

Cˆ..L2!K2; E2/; .L3!K2; E3//

D p!ˆ.ŒB1�; ŒB2�/C�.B/ˆ.ŒF1�; ŒF2�/

by Corollary 9.6 and Corollary 9.8.

The proof of Proposition 9.3 Let .L! K; E/ be a PFBTS representing EŒB�ŒF � ,
and recall that its dual torsion structure DEŒB�ŒF � is represented by ŒDL�, where
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D'L
0
W C.eDL/Š C. zL/nCk�� , as signed, based complexes (see Definition 5.1). We

will first construct a PFBTS representing EŒDB�ŒDF � , and then compare these structures.

Note first that DL! DK is a cellular map and we have a dual PTS for C.DK/.
We choose a geometric basis on each subcomplex p�1.Dˇ/ � DL such that the
composition

(3) C.eDL/
.D'L

0
/�1

������! C. zL/nCk��
�

C.zL/

����! F dual
� C. zL/

is the based identity map of signed filtered complexes.

We now have an identification

G�.C.eDL//! G�.C. zL//
k��

by taking the associated complex of the above composition, and applying Lemma 12.23
to identify the associated complex of the filtered dual F dual

� C. zL/ with the k –dual
G�.C. zL//

k�� of the associated complex. We have a chain equivalence

(4) .Ek��/�1
W G�.C.eDL//! .J C. zF /C. zK//k�� D J C. zF //n��C. zK/k��

and this gives an identification

.Eb0/k��W C. zF /n��! C.Dp�1.Db0//:

However, we may further identify C.Dp�1.Db0// with C.DF / D C.Dp�1.b0//

using Remark 8.7, since b0 is the barycentre of Db0 . Then the resulting chain
equivalence

.Eb0/k�� DD'F
0 W C.

zF /n��! C.eDF /

coincides with the original identification of C.DF / with C. zF /n�� , given by matching
cells to dual cells on F . This uses our assumption that the orientations of F , E and
B are compatible.

The chain equivalence in (4) doesn’t yet give a PFBTS with underlying triangulation
DL, since the dual cell complex doesn’t have a base-point. Let p0W L0 ! K0 be a
sub-division of DL! DK formed by taking the barycentric subdivision over the
cell Db0 only. In this new complex we have a base-point b0 in K0 . Write F 0 for
.p0/�1.b0/.

We choose a PTS on C. zF 0/ such that the subdivision chain equivalence

C.Dp�1.b0//! C. zF 0/
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has trivial absolute torsion, so that ŒF 0�D ŒDF �. Similarly, we choose a PTS on C. zK0/

such that the subdivision chain equivalence

C.eDK /! C. zK0/

has trivial absolute torsion, so ŒK0�D ŒDK�. The subdivision equivalence is the based
identity map away from Db0 . We now construct a PFBTS .L0!K0; E 0/ such that
the diagram:

(5) G�.C.eDL//

.Ek��/�1

��

// G�.C. zL
0//

E 0
��

J C. zF /n��C. zK/k�� // J C. zF /n��C. zK0/ // J C. zF 0/C. zK0/

commutes, where the top map is associated to the subdivision equivalence DL!L0 .
For cells ˇ 2 K0 which correspond to cells in DL (i.e. those away from Db0 ) we
define the map E 0ˇ to be the composition

C. zF 0ˇ/� C. eDFˇ /
..Eˇ/k��/�1

���������! C. zF /n��
D'F

0
���! C.eDF /� C. zF 0/:

Once we have done this, there are unique maps E 0ˇ for the remaining ˇ such that
the sum E 0 is a chain map (existence is a modified form of Theorem 8.5, uniqueness
follows by considering boundary pairs). Moreover, the map E 0b0 W C. zF 0/! C. zF 0/ is
the identity map, so after appropriate choices of geometric bases for the subcomplexes
F 0
ˇ

, we have constructed a PFBTS on .L0!K0; E 0/ with fibre class ŒDF � and base
class ŒDB�; in other words, this structure represents EŒDB�ŒDF � . It remains to show
that

ˆ.DEŒB�ŒF �;EŒDB�ŒDF �/D 0

which is equivalent to showing that

ˆ.D.L!K; E/; .L0!K0; E 0//D 0:

The left, right and bottom maps in diagram (5) all have trivial absolute torsion after
applying i�W K

iso
1
.DA.ZŒ�1E�//!K1.ZŒ�1E�/, therefore so does the top map. On

the other hand, by (4) and Proposition 12.25 we have

�NEW.D'L
0 W C.

zL/nCk��
! C.eDL//D �NEW.�

C. zL/
/D 0:
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It follows that

ˆ.D.L!K; E/; .L0!K0; E 0//

D �NEW.C. zL0/! C. zL/nCk��/

D �NEW.C. zL0/! C.eDL//C �NEW.C.eDL/
.D'L

0
/�1

������! C. zL/nCk��/

D i��
NEW.G�.C. zL

0//! G�.C.eDL///

D 0

as required.

The proof of Theorem B We can now complete the proof of Theorem B. Let ŒB�
and ŒF � be torsion structures on B and F respectively. We may assume that ŒF � 2
S�.F

q
�! E/ is induced by a PTS on the universal covering of F , and therefore

ˆ.ŒDF �; ŒF �/D q�.�
NEW.F // by Theorem 5.2. Then

�NEW.E/Dˆ.DEŒB�ŒF �;EŒB�ŒF �/

Dˆ.EŒDB�ŒDF �;EŒB�ŒF �/

Dˆ.EŒDB�ŒF �;EŒB�ŒF �/Cˆ.EŒDB�ŒDF �;EŒDB�ŒF �/

D p!ˆ.ŒDB�ŒB�/C�.B/ˆ.ŒDF �ŒF �/

D p!.�NEW.B//C�.B/q�.�
NEW.F // 2 yH nCk.Z=2IK1.ZŒ�1E�//

as required.

10 The Proof of Theorem A

Our main result on the multiplicativity of signatures will be deduced from Theorem
3.3 and the following application of Theorem B, in which we compute the reduced
absolute torsion E . If dim B is odd, the vanishing of sign.E/ follows immediately
(as remarked in Atiyah [2]), so we may assume that dim B is even.

Theorem 10.1 Let F
q
�! E

p
�! B be a PL bundle of compatibly oriented closed

manifolds. If dim B is even, then the reduced absolute torsion

x�NEW.E/D �.F / � x�NEW.B//C�.B/ � x�NEW.F //:

Proof The augmentation map induces a direct sum splitting

K1.ZŒ�1.E; e0/�/ŠK1.Z/˚ zK1.ZŒ�1.E; e0/�/
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and �� restricted to the subgroup K1.Z/ is the identity map. We will apply the
augmentation map �� to the formula for �NEW.E/ given in Theorem B. Note that
�� ı q� D �� so the second term

�.B/ � ��.q��
NEW.F //D �.B/ � x�NEW.F //

as required.

To evaluate the first term, we need to compute

��.p
!.�NEW.B///D ��.p�p

!.�NEW.B///:

By Proposition 3.5 we know that �NEW.B/D �.˙h2/ for some h 2 �1.B; b0/. But
the map �W �1.B; b0/!K1.Z/ defined by �.g/D ��.p!.�.g/// is a group homomor-
phism. Since K1.Z/D Z=2, � vanishes on squares of group elements in �1.B; b0/.
Therefore

��.p
!.�NEW.B///D ��.p

!.�.˙1///:

However, �.˙1/ lies in the image of the map i�W K1.Z/!K1.ZŒ�1.B; b0/�/ induced
by inclusion. By pulling back the bundle E

p
�! B over the base point b0 2 B , and

applying the naturality formula for pullbacks (see [12, Corollary 5.3]), we obtain the
relation

p!.�NEW.B//D i�.p
�
0 .�.˙1///D i�.p

�
0 .�.˙1///

by comparison with the trivial bundle F � fb0g
p0
�! fb0g. But for a trivial bundle

p� ıp! is just multiplication by �.F /, by an easy special case of [13, Theorem 7.1].
Therefore

��.p
!.�NEW.B///D ��.p�.p

!.�NEW.B////D �.F / � x�NEW.B/

as required, since �� ı i� is the identity map.

Corollary 10.2 If dim B is even, then x�NEW.E/D x�NEW.F �B/.

Proof We apply the product formula, Proposition 6.5, and the formula just proved.

This result says that the reduced absolute torsion of E is the same as that of the total
space F �B for the trivial bundle, provided dim B is even, We can now conclude that
the signature sign.E/ agrees with sign.F �B/D sign.F / � sign.B/ modulo 4.
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(i) If dim B D 4j , dim F D 4l , and dim E D 4.j C l/D 4k

sign.E/D2x�NEW.E/C .2kC 1/�.E/

D2.x�NEW.B/�.F /C�.B/x�NEW.F //

C .2kC 1/�.B/�.F /

sign.B/ sign.F /D
�
2x�NEW.b/C .2j C 1/�.B/

��
2x�NEW.F /C .2l C 1/�.F /

�
and these agree modulo 4.

(ii) If dim B D 4j C 2, dim F D 4l � 2, and dim E D 4.j C l/D 4k

sign.E/D 2.x�NEW.B/�.F /C�.B/x�NEW.F //C .2kC 1/�.B/�.F /

and �.F /� �.B/� 0 mod 2, so sign.E/� 0 mod 4.

(iii) If dim B is even, but dim F is odd, then both sides are zero.

This completes the proof of Theorem A.

11 Fibrations of PD spaces

The conjecture of [9] is stated in a more general situation: for fibrations of Poincaré
duality spaces. We don’t know yet if the signature is multiplicative mod 4 for such
fibrations, and hope to return to this topic in a future paper. We will just check that there
are no counter-examples arising from finite coverings. A formula for the Whitehead
torsions in a fibration of Poincaré duality spaces was given in Pedersen [20].

Recall that C T C Wall constructed examples of finite coverings of oriented Poincaré
complexes X , with �1.X /DZ=p , p prime and the property that sign. zX /¤p�sign.X /.
On the other hand, the algebraic theory of surgery gives the following congruence.

Lemma 11.1 Let .f; b/W Y ! X be a degree one normal map of oriented, finite
Poincaré duality spaces. Then sign.Y /� sign.X /� 0 mod 8.

Proof By [23, page 229] any such degree one normal map has a quadratic signature
��.f; b/, with the property that sign.��.f; b// D sign.��.Y // � sign.��.X // and
sign.X /Dsign.��.X // for any Poincaré complex. On the other hand, sign.��.f; b//�
0 mod 8 since the signature of an even, unimodular symmetric bilinear form over Z is
divisible by 8 (see [8, 3.11]).
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Corollary 11.2 Let X 0 ! X be a finite covering of degree d of oriented, finite
Poincaré complexes. Then sign.X 0/� d � sign.X /� 0 mod 8.

Proof For any finite covering X 0!X of oriented, finite Poincaré duality spaces, we
can construct a degree one normal map

.f; b/W X 0 t�.d � 1/X !X:

Then Lemma 11.1 implies that

sign.X 0/� d � sign.X /D sign.X 0 t�.d � 1/X /� sign.X /� 0 mod 8:

12 Filtered chain complexes

In this section, we give a self-contained treatment of the absolute torsion of signed
filtered chain complexes. These results are the algebraic foundation for the torsion
calculations in this paper, but this section can be read independently of the previous
sections. The main results are the Invariance Theorems Theorem 12.14, Theorem
12.17, generalizing results previously obtained for the reduced torsion by Milnor
[17], Maumary [15] and Munkholm [18]. These results express the absolute torsion
�NEW.f / 2 K1.A/ of a filtered chain equivalence f W C ! D of signed filtered
complexes in terms of the filtration quotients.

12.1 Filtered complexes

We first need some notation and definitions.

Definition 12.1 Let A be an additive category.

(i) A k –filtered object F�M in A is an object M in A together with a direct sum
decomposition

M DM0˚M1˚ � � �˚Mk

which we regard as a length k filtration

F�1M D 0� F0M � F1M � � � � � FkM DM

with
Fj M DM0˚M1˚ � � �˚Mj .0 6 j 6 k/:
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(ii) A filtered morphism f W F�M !F�N of k –filtered objects in A is a morphism
in A of the type

f D

0BBBBB@
f0 f1 f2 : : : fk

0 f0 f1 : : : fk�1

0 0 f0 : : : fk�2
:::

:::
:::
: : :

:::

0 0 0 : : : f0

1CCCCCA W M D
kL

sD0

Ms!N D
kL

sD0

Ns

so that
f .Fj M /� Fj N.0 6 j 6 k/:

The .u; v/–component of this upper triangular matrix is a morphism fv�uWMv!

Nu , 0 6 u 6 v 6 k , where fj W M�!N��j , 0 6 j 6 k , are graded morphisms
in A .

(iii) A k –filtered complex F�C in A is a finite chain complex C in A with k –filtered
objects Cr D

Lk
sD0 Cr;s such that the differentials d W F�Cr ! F�Cr�1 are

filtered morphisms. The matrix components of d are maps dj W Cr;s!Cr�1;s�j .

(iv) A filtered chain map f W F�C ! F�D is a chain map f W C ! D such that
fr W F�Cr !F�Dr is a filtered morphism in each degree. The component maps
have the form fj W Cr;s!Dr;s�j .

(v) A filtered chain homotopy gW f ' f 0W F�C ! F�D between filtered chain
maps f; f 0 is a collection fgW Cr ! DrC1 j r 2 Zg of morphisms in A such
that

f �f 0 D dgCgd W Cr !Dr

and

g D

0BBBBB@
g0 g1 g2 : : : gk

g�1 g0 g1 : : : gk�1

0 g�1 g0 : : : gk�2
:::

:::
:::
: : :

:::

0 0 0 : : : g0

1CCCCCA
has component maps

gj W Cr;s!DrC1;s�j .�1 6 j 6 k/:

(vi) A filtered contraction of a k –filtered complex F�C in A is a filtered chain
homotopy

�W 1' 0W F�C ! F�C:
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(vii) The filtered mapping cone of a filtered chain map f W C ! D of k –filtered
complexes is the .kC 1/–filtered complex F�Cfil.f / with

Cfil.f /r;s DDr;s˚Cr�1;s�1.0 6 s 6 kC 1/

and the differential d Cfil.f /W Cfil.f /r ! Cfil.f /r�1 is in upper triangular block
form with 2� 2 block entries (0 6 j 6 kC 1):

d
Cfil.f /

j D

�
dD
j
.�/r�1fj�1

0 dC
j

�
W Dr;s˚Cr�1;s�1!Dr�1;s�j ˚Cr�2;s�j�1:

The rearrangement map

Cfil.f /r D

kX
sD0

�
Dr;s˚Cr�1;s�1

� Š
�!

kX
sD0

Dr;s˚

kX
sD1

Cr�1;s�1 D C.f /r

defines an isomorphism of unfiltered chain complexes �W Cfil.f /
Š
�! C.f /.

Theorem 12.2 A filtered chain map f W F�C ! F�D of k –filtered chain complexes
is a filtered chain equivalence if and only if the filtered mapping cone F�Cfil.f / is
filtered contractible.

Proof By definition, f is a filtered chain equivalence if and only if there exist a
filtered chain map gW F�D! F�C and filtered chain homotopies

�W 1' gf W F�C ! F�C; �W 1' fgW F�D! F�D:

A filtered contraction eW 1' 0W F�Cfil.f /! F�Cfil.f / is of the type

e D
�

� h
.�/r g �

�
W Cfil.f /r Š Dr ˚Cr�1! Cfil.f /rC1 Š DrC1˚Cr

with gW F�D! F�C a filtered chain map and �W 1' gf , �W 1' fg filtered chain
homotopies, so that f is a filtered chain equivalence.

Conversely, suppose that f is a filtered chain equivalence. The morphisms defined by

e0 D
�

� 0
.�/r g �

�
W Cfil.f /r Š Dr ˚Cr�1! Cfil.f /rC1 Š DrC1˚Cr

are such that the morphisms

de0C e0d D
�

1 .�/r .f ���f /
0 1

�
W Cfil.f /r ŠDr ˚Cr�1! Cfil.f /r ŠDr ˚Cr�1

are automorphisms. The morphisms

e D .de0C e0d/�1e0W Cfil.f /r ŠDr ˚Cr�1! Cfil.f /rC1 ŠDrC1˚Cr

define a filtered contraction eW 1' 0W F�Cfil.f /! F�Cfil.f /.
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12.2 The associated complex

We now describe how to pass from a filtered complex to its associated graded complex.
The differentials d W Cr ! Cr�1 of a k –filtered complex F�C satisfy the matrix
identities

d2
D 0W Cr ! Cr�2:

By carrying out the multiplication d2 as a product of upper triangular matrices, we ob-
tain a number of recursion formulas among the component maps dj W Cr;s!Cr�1;s�j .
In particular, we have the formulas

.d0/
2
D 0W Cr;s! Cr�2;s;

d0d1C d1d0 D 0W Cr;s! Cr�2;s�1;

.d1/
2
C d0d2C d2d0 D 0W Cr;s! Cr�2;s�2:

Definition 12.3 The associated complex of a k –filtered complex F�C in A is the
k –dimensional chain complex in the derived category D.A/

G�.C /W Gk.C /! � � � !GrC1.C /
d�
�!Gr .C /

d�
�! � � � !G0.C /

with differential

d� D .�/
sd1W Gr .C /s D CrCs;r !Gr�1.C /s D CrCs�1;r�1:

The individual terms Gr .C / are objects in D.A/, with ‘internal’ differential

dGr .C / D d0W Gr .C /s D CrCs;r !Gr .C /s�1 D CrCs�1;r :

Example 12.4 (Tensor products) Let C and D be chain complexes in A.R/ and
A.S/ respectively, where R and S are rings. If dim C D k , then the tensor product
complex C ˝D (over Z) admits a k –filtered structure with .C ˝D/r;s D Cs˝Dr�s

for 0 6 s 6 k . The filtered differential is defined by

d0 D 1˝ dD
W Cs˝Dr�s! Cs˝Dr�s�1

d1 D .�/
r�sdC

˝ 1W Cs�1˝Dr�s! Cs�1˝Dr�s

and dj D 0 for j > 2. The associated complex has Gr .C ˝D/s D Cr ˝Ds and
differential d� D dC ˝ 1W Cr ˝Ds! Cr�1˝Ds .

When we work with the associated complex, it is useful to translate the maps dj W Cr;s!

Cr�1;s�j into the new notation, so that

dj W Gr .C /s!Gr�j .C /sCj�1:
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The relation d0d1C d1d0 D 0 then implies that d�W Gr .C /! Gr�1.C / is a chain
map. The relation .d1/

2C d0d2C d2d0 D 0 shows that .d1/
2 is chain homotopic to

zero, and hence .d�/2 D 0 in the derived category.

Proposition 12.5

(i) A filtered chain map f W F�C ! F�D induces a chain map in D.A/

G�.f /W G�.C /! G�.D/:

(ii) A filtered chain homotopy gW f ' f 0W F�C ! F�D induces a chain homotopy
in D.A/

G�.g/W G�.f /' G�.f
0/W G�.C /! G�.D/:

(iii) A filtered chain equivalence f W F�C ! F�D induces a chain equivalence
G�.f /W G�.C /! G�.D/ in D.A/.

(iv) A filtered chain contraction �W 1' 0W F�C !F�D induces a chain equivalence
G�.�/W 1' 0W G�.C /! G�.D/ in D.A/.

Proof
(i) For a filtered chain map f W F�C ! F�D the identities

df D fd W Cr !Dr

expressed in upper triangular matrix form lead to relations involving the component
maps fi and dj . In particular we obtain d0f0 D f0d0W Cr;s!Dr�1;s and the map
Gr .f /Df0W Gr .C /!Gr .D/ is a chain map. The relation d1f0�f0d1Df1d0�d0f1

shows that .�/sf1W Gr .C /s!Gr�1.D/sC1 gives a chain homotopy d�f0�f0d�'0,
and so f0 gives a chain map G�.f /W G�.C /! G�.D/ in D.A/.

(ii) For a filtered chain homotopy gW f ' f 0W F�C ! F�D the identities

f �f 0 D dgCgd W Cr !Dr

expressed in upper triangular matrix form again lead to various relations. In particular

d0g�1Cg�1d0 D 0W Cr;s!Dr;sC1;

f0�f
0

0 D d0g0Cg0d0C d1g�1Cg�1d1W Cr;s!Dr;s:

In the G�–notation, we have maps

gj W Gr .C /s!Gr�j .D/sCjC1:

Since g0WGr.C /s!Gr.D/sC1 gives a chain null-homotopy d0g0Cg0d0'0W Gr.C /!

Gr.D/, the map
G�.g/D .�/

sg�1WGr .C /s!GrC1.D/s
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gives a null-homotopy f0� f
0

0
' 0 in the derived category D.A/. Parts (iii) and (iv)

follow immediately from parts (i) and (ii).

Theorem 12.6

(i) A k –filtered complex F�C in A is filtered contractible if and only if the associ-
ated complex G�.C / is contractible in D.A/.

(ii) A filtered chain map f W F�C !F�D of k –filtered chain complexes is a filtered
chain equivalence if and only if the associated chain map G�.f /W G�.C /!

G�.D/ is a chain equivalence in D.A/.

Proof (i) A filtered contraction �W 1 ' 0W F�C ! F�C induces a contraction
G�.�/W 1' 0W G�.C /! G�.C / by Proposition 12.5 (iv).

Conversely, suppose given a contraction of G�.C / in D.A/

eW 1 ' 0W G�.C /! G�.C / ;

as represented by chain maps eW .Gr .C /; d0/! .GrC1.C /; d0/, for which there exist
chain homotopies

hW 1 ' d�eC ed�W Gr .C /!Gr .C /

with

.�/s.d1eC ed1/C d0hC hd0 D 1W Gr .C /s D CrCs;r !Gr .C /s D CrCs;r :

In terms of the filtration on C , the maps hW Gr .C /s!Gr .C /sC1 and eW Gr .C /s!

GrC1.C /s give maps hsW Cr;s ! CrC1;s and er;sW Cr;s ! CrC1;sC1 . The relation
given by hW 1' d�eC ed� gives

.�/rCs.d1eC ed1/C d0hC hd0 D 1W Cr;s! Cr;s:

Let yer;s D .�/
r�1e , and define morphisms

ˇ D

0BBBBB@
h 0 0 : : : 0

ye h 0 : : : 0

0 ye h : : : 0
:::
:::
:::
: : :

0 0 0 : : : h

1CCCCCA W Cr ! CrC1:

The morphisms ˛W Cr ! Cr defined by

˛ D dˇCˇd W Cr ! Cr
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are in upper triangular form, with the identity on the main diagonal. For the components
in the .sC1; s/ positions, note that we get .�/r�1d0eC .�/r ed0D 0 since e a chain
map. In the diagonal .s; s/ positions we get the sum of composites

Cr;s

.�/sd1
����! Cr�1;s�1

.�/r e
����! Cr;s Cr;s

.�/r�1e
�����! CrC1;sC1

.�/sC1d1
������! Cr;s

Cr;s
d0
�! Cr�1;s

h
�! Cr;s Cr;s

h
�! CrC1;s

d0
�! Cr;s

which equals .�/rCs.d1eC ed1/C d0hC hd0 D 1 by the relation above.

Each ˛W Cr ! Cr is an automorphism, with

d˛ D dˇd D ˛d W Cr ! Cr�1;

˛�1d D d˛�1
W Cr ! Cr�1:

The morphisms
� D ˇ˛�1

W Cr ! CrC1

are such that
d�C�d D .dˇCˇd/˛�1

D 1W Cr ! Cr ;

and define a filtered contraction of F�C

�W 1 ' 0W C ! C:

(ii) By Theorem 12.2 f is a filtered chain equivalence if and only if F�Cfil.f / is
filtered contractible. By (i) F�Cfil.f / is filtered contractible if and only if G�.Cfil.f //D

C.G�.f // is chain contractible.

12.3 Splitting and Folding

In an additive category A we don’t necessarily have kernels and cokernels, but we can
define split exact sequences. A direct sum system

A oo
�

f //
B oo

�

g //
C

is a collection of morphisms in A such that

.�f /W C ˚A! B;
�

g
�

�
W B! C ˚A

are inverse isomorphisms in A . Then we say that a morphism f W A! B in A is a
split injection (respectively gW B! C is a split surjection) if the morphism extends to
a direct sum system. Then

0!A
f
�! B

g
�! C ! 0
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is a short exact sequence in A if f and g can be extended to a direct sum system.
A short exact sequence of chain complexes in A is one which is short exact in each
degree.

There is a useful criterion for the existence of a split injection in the derived category
D.A/, expressed in terms of any representative chain map f for a given morphism.

Proposition 12.7 A morphism f W C !D in D.A/ is a split injection if and only if
there exists a chain map �W D! C and a chain homotopy hW �f ' 1W C ! C . If
.�; h/ exists, then there is a direct sum system

C oo
�

f //
D oo

�

g // C.f /

in D.A/, with g D
�
1
0

�
W Dr ! C.f /r DDr ˚Cr�1 and

�D .1�f �.�/rC1f h/W ; C.f /r DDr ˚Cr�1!Dr :

Proof Assuming there exist such �; h we define a direct sum system in D.A/ by the
given formulas. The chain maps

.�f /W C.f /˚C !D;
�

g
�

�
W D! C.f /˚C

are inverse chain equivalences, and the morphisms

e D

�
0 0 0

.�/r� �h .�/rC1

h� .�/rC1h2 h

�
W Dr ˚Cr�1˚Cr !DrC1˚Cr ˚CrC1

define a chain homotopy

eW
�

g
�

�
.�f /' 1W C.f /˚C ! C.f /˚C:

The converse is clear.

Corollary 12.8 Let f W C !D be a split injection in SD.A/. Then

i��
NEW�g

�

�
D i��

NEW.�f /D 0 2Kiso
1 .A/:

Proof This follows immediately from the last result and the formula in [11, Proposition
13.6], since �NEW.f /D �NEW.C.f //.

We will need a variant of the folding construction used by Whitehead [29] to define the
torsion of a contractible complex. Let

C W Ck

d
�! Ck�1

d
�! Ck�2! � � � ! C0
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be a k –dimensional chain complex in A , such that the boundary map d W Ck ! Ck�1

extends to a direct sum system

Ck oo
�

d //
Ck�1 oo

�

g //
C 0k�1

We use this direct sum system to define the .k � 1/–dimensional chain complex

C 0W C 0k�1

d�
��! Ck�2

d
�! Ck�3! � � � ! C0

in A , called the abelian k –folding of C . An elementary chain complex in A is a
contractible complex with non-zero chain groups only in two adjacent degrees.

Proposition 12.9 Let C 0 be the abelian k –folding of C , and let E be the elementary

chain complex with Ck

1
�! Ck in adjacent degrees .k; k � 1/. Then there exists an

isomorphism
�

i
j

�
W C Š C 0˚E with isomorphism torsion

� iso�� i
j

��
D .�/k�1� iso��g

�

��
W Ck�1! C 0k�1˚Ck/ 2Kiso

1 .A/:

Proof The chain isomorphism
�

i
j

�
W C ! C 0˚E is defined by the diagram

Ck
d // Ck�1

d //

.g
�/
��

Ck�2
d // : : : // C0

Ck

.0
1/ // C 0

k�1
˚Ck

.d�0/ // Ck�2
d // : : : // C0

and the relations gd D 0, �d D 1.

12.4 The Invariance Theorem for filtered contractible complexes

We will first establish the sign conventions for filtered complexes.

Definition 12.10 A k –filtered signed complex .F�C; �F�C / in A is a k –filtered
complex C together with signs

�G�.C / 2 im.�W K0.SD.A//˝K0.SD.A//!Kiso
1 .SD.A///

�Gj .C / 2 im.�W K0.A/˝K0.A/!Kiso
1 .A//.0 6 j 6 k/:

The sign of F�C and the sign of C (as an unfiltered complex) are set to be

�F�C D �C D i��G�.C /C �G0C˚S.G1C˚S.G2C˚���˚SGkC /:::/

2 im.�W K0.A/˝K0.A/!Kiso
1 .A//:
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The associated chain complex .G�.C /; �G�.C // is a k –dimensional chain complex in
SD.A/. We will usually denote this signed complex in D.A/ just by G�.C /.

The sign conventions have been chosen so that for a filtered contractible k –filtered
signed complex .F�C; �F�C / in A

�NEW.C; �C /D �
NEW.F�C; �F�C / 2Kiso

1 .A/:

The underlying (unfiltered) complex of a filtered complex has a useful iterated mapping
cone description. Given a k –filtered chain complex F�C in A , we define chain
complexes T`;r .C /D S�r .F`C=Fr�1C / with chain groups

T`;r .C /s D .F`C=Fr�1C /rCs D CrCs;r ˚CrCs;rC1˚ � � �˚CrCs;`

for 1 6 r 6 `6 k . The differential on T`;r .C / is the one induced by d W C ! C , and
the sign

�T`;r .C / D �Gr C˚S.GrC1C˚S.GrC2C˚���˚SG`C /:::/:

Note that the definition Gr .C /s D CrCs;r gives the formula

T`;r .C /s DGr .C /s˚GrC1.C /s�1˚ � � �˚G`.C /rCs�`:

We use this expression to define maps

@`;r W T`;r .C /s!Gr�1.C /s .1 6 j 6 k/

by the row matrix
@`;r D .�/

s.d1 d2 � � � d`�rC1/

where dj W Gr .C /s!Gr�j .C /sCj�1 are the entries in the matrix expression for d . If
`Dk we will set @r WD@k;r to simplify the notation. We remark that Gr .C /DTr;r .C /

and @r;r D d�W Gr .C /!Gr�1.C /.

Proposition 12.11 Let .F�C; �F�C / be a k –filtered signed complex in A .

(i) The maps @`;r W T`;r .C /!Gr�1.C / are chain maps.

(ii) T`;r�1.C /DC.T`;r .C /
@`;r
��!Gr�1.C //, for 16 r 6`6k , as signed complexes.

(iii) There is a short exact sequence

T`1;r .C /! T`2;r .C /! S`1�rC1T`2;`1C1.C /

in SD.A/, for 1 6 r 6 `1 < `2 6 k .

(iv) The signed complex .C; �C � i��G�.C //D Tk;0.C / as an object in SD.A/.
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Proof The claim that @`;r is a chain map follows immediately from the relation
d2 D 0. Part (ii) follows directly from the definition, and part (iii) can be checked
inductively. Note that, according to our conventions, the sign term

�C � i��G�.C / D �G0C˚S.G1C˚S.G2C˚���˚SGkC /:::/

is just the sign of the iterated mapping cone structure on Tk;0.C /.

Definition 12.12 Let .F�C; �F�C / be a k –filtered signed complex in A . The .k�1/–
amalgamation of .F�C; �F�C / is the .k�1/–filtered signed complex .F�C 0; �F�C 0/

in A with filtration summands

C 0r;s D Cr;s; if 0 6 s < k � 1 and C 0r;k�1 D Cr;k�1˚Cr;k

in each degree r . The differentials d 0j D dj except in filtration degree k�1, where

d 0j D
�

dj djC1

0 dj

�
W Cr;k�1˚Cr;k ! Cr�1;k�1�j ˚Cr�1;k�j

and

Gr .C
0/D

8<:Gr .C / if 0 6 r 6 k � 2

C.Gk.C /
@k
�!Gk�1.C // if r D k � 1:

where @k WD @k;k . The signs are given by the formulas

�G�.C 0/ D �G�.C /; �Gj .C 0/ D

(
�Gj .C / if 0 6 j 6 k � 2

�Gk�1.C /˚SGk.C / if j D k � 1:

Lemma 12.13 Gk�1.C
0/D C.Gk.C /

@k
�!Gk�1.C // as objects in SD.A/.

Proof The associated .k�1/–dimensional chain complex G�.C
0/ in SD.A/ has the

differential d 0�W Gr .C
0/!Gr�1.C

0/ given by

dG�.C 0/ D

8<:d�W Gj .C /!Gj�1.C / if 0 6 j 6 k � 2

@k�1W C.Gk.C /
@k
�!Gk�1.C //!Gk�2.C / if j D k � 1:

Since Gk�1.C
0/DGk�1.C /˚SGk.C /, the signs on Gk�1.C

0/ and C.@k/ agree.

Note that �G0C 0˚S.G1C 0˚S.G2C 0˚���˚SGk�1C 0/:::/ is the sign of the new iterated map-
ping cone structure on C , and so �F�C 0 D �F�C D �C as required.
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Theorem 12.14 (Invariance) For a filtered contractible k –filtered signed complex
.F�C; �F�C / in A

�NEW.C; �C /D i��
NEW.G�.C /; �G�.C // 2Kiso

1 .A/ :

Proof The proof is by induction on k . The result is true for k D 0, since in that case
.G�.C /; �G�.C // is concentrated in degree 0, and �C D i��G�.C /C�G0.C / . Therefore

i��
NEW.G�.C /; �G�.C //D �

NEW.G0.C /; �G0.C //C i��G�.C / D �
NEW.C; �C /:

So assume that k > 1, and that the result is true for .k � 1/. Let .F�C 0; �F�C 0/ be
the .k � 1/–amalgamation of C . From the construction of F�C

0 , it is clear that

�NEW.F�C; �F�C /D �
NEW.F�C

0; �F�C 0/ 2Kiso
1 .A/;

and by the inductive hypothesis

�NEW.F�C
0; �F�C 0/D i��

NEW.G�.C
0/; �G�.C 0// 2Kiso

1 .A/:

By Proposition 12.5 (iv) a filtered contraction �W 1 ' 0W C ! C of .F�C; �F�C /

determines a contraction

G�.�/W 1' 0W G�.C /! G�.C /

of the associated k –dimensional chain complex G�.C / in the signed derived category
SD.A/ with

Gr .�/D .�/
s��1W Gr .C /s D CrCs;r !GrC1.C /s D CrCsC1;rC1:

In particular, the chain maps

@k D d�W Gk.C /!Gk�1.C /; ��1W Gk�1.C /!Gk.C /

are related by a chain homotopy

�0W ��1@k ' 1W Gk.C /!Gk.C /:

Now Proposition 12.7 gives a direct sum system in SD.A/

Gk.C / oo
��1

@k //
Gk�1.C / oo

�

g //
C.@k/ :

This defines a k –splitting of G�.C /, and by Lemma 12.13 the associated amalgamated
complex G�.C

0/ is the corresponding abelian folding. By Proposition 12.9 there is
defined an isomorphism of chain complexes in SD.A/�

i
j

�
W G�.C /Š G�.C

0/˚ E
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where E is the elementary complex in SD.A/ given by Gk.C /
1
�!Gk.C / in degrees

.k; k � 1/. Since �G�.C / D �G�.C 0/˚E , the formula in Proposition 12.9 for � iso
�

i
j

�
gives

i��
NEW� i

j

�
D .�/k�1�NEW�� g

��1

�
W Gk�1.C /! C.@k/˚Gk.C /

�
2Kiso

1 .SD.A//:

By Corollary 12.8 this torsion has image

i��
NEW� i

j

�
D 0 2Kiso

1 .A/;

so that

i��
NEW.G�.C //D i��

NEW.G�.C
0/˚ E/D �NEW.G�.C

0// 2Kiso
1 .A/

which gives the inductive step

�NEW.F�C; �F�C /D �
NEW.F�C

0; �F�C 0/

D i��
NEW.G�.C

0/; �G�.C 0//

D i��
NEW.G�.C /; �G�.C // 2Kiso

1 .A/:

This completes the proof.

12.5 The Invariance Theorem for filtered chain equivalences

We have already defined the filtered mapping cone F�Cfil.f / of a filtered chain map
(see Definition 12.1 (vii)), with associated complex G�.Cfil.f // given by

Gr .Cfil.f //s DGr .D/s˚Gr�1.C /s;

but now we need the signed version.

Definition 12.15 The filtered signed mapping cone .F�Cfil.f /; �F�Cfil.f // of a filtered
chain map is the .kC 1/–filtered signed complex defined by the filtered mapping cone
F�Cfil.f / with sign terms

�G�.Cfil.f // D �G�.D/˚SG�.C /

D�ˇ.G�.D/;SG�.C //C�.G�.D/odd;�.SG�.C //C�G�.D/� �G�.C /

2 im.�W K0.SD.A//˝K0.SD.A//!Kiso
1 .SD.A///;

�Gr .Cfil.f // D �Gr .D/˚Gr�1.C /

2 im.�W K0.A/˝K0.A/!Kiso
1 .A//.0 6 r 6 kC 1/:

With these sign conventions, the rearrangement map �W Cfil.f /! C.f / is a simple
isomorphism.
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Lemma 12.16 �NEW
�
.Cfil.f /; �Cfil.f //

�
�! .C.f /; �C.f //

�
D 0 2Kiso

1
.A/.

Proof The proof is by induction on k . The result is true for k D 0, since in that case
F�Cfil.f /DC.f /, with Cfil.f /r;0DDr and Cfil.f /r;1DCr�1 , and �F�Cfil.f /D�C.f / .

Assume that k > 1, and that the result is true for .k�1/. Let

f 0W .F�C
0; �F�C 0/! .F�D

0; �F�D0/

be the chain equivalence of the .k�1/–amalgamations induced by f , with

�NEW..Cfil.f 0/; �Cfil.f 0//! .C.f /; �C.f ///D 0 2Kiso
1 .A/

by the inductive hypothesis. By Proposition 12.11 the unfiltered complex C.f / D
C.f 0/ has two iterated mapping cone descriptions: from the signed filtered complexes
F�E D Cfil.f / and F�E

0D Cfil.f 0/ respectively, we have signed complexes Tk;0.E/

and Tk;0.E
0/, and a commutative diagram

Tk�2;0.E/ // TkC1;0.E/ //

��

Sk�1TkC1;k�1.E/

��
Tk�2;0.E

0/ // TkC1;0.E
0/ // Sk�1TkC1;k�1.E

0/

But �E D �E0 , so the rearrangement map �W E! E0 has same absolute torsion as
the following composite (distribute S , then interchange)

Sk�1
�
Gk�2.C /˚S

�
Gk.D/˚Gk�1.C /˚SGk.C /

��
1˚S
��

Sk�1
�
Gk�2.C /˚SGk.D/˚S

�
Gk�1.C /˚SGk.C /

��
flip˚1
��

Sk�1
�
SGk.D/˚Gk�2.C /˚S

�
Gk�1.C /˚SGk.C /

��
since Tk�2;0.E/D Tk�2.E

0/. Therefore

�NEW.E!E0/D .�/k�1i��.Gk.D/;Gk.C /˚SGk�1.C /˚Gk�2.C // 2Kiso
1 .A/

from the formulas in [11, Lemma 7]. By Proposition 12.11,

�NEW.Cfil.f /! C.f 0//D �NEW.E!E0/C i��G�.E0/� i��G�.E/
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where the sign term from the filtered mapping cones is

�G�.E/� �G�.E0/ D�ˇ.G�.D/;SG�.C //C �.Godd.D/; �.SG�.C ///

Cˇ.G�.D
0/;SG�.C

0//� �.Godd.D
0/; �.SG�.C

0///

We first notice that Godd.D/�Godd.D
0/DGk.D/ and

i��.SG�.C //D i��.SG�.C
0//

since Gk�1.C
0/DGk�1.C /˚SGk.C /. Therefore

i��.Godd.D/; �.SG�.C ///� i��.Godd.D
0/; �.SG�.C

0///

D i��.Gk.D/; �.SG�.C ///D�i��.Gk.D/; �.G�.C ///:

For the ˇ–terms, we observe that ˇ.G�.D/;SG�.C //D ˇ.G�.D/;SG�.C
0//, and

compute

i�ˇ.G�.D/;SG�.C
0//� i�ˇ.G�.D

0/;SG�.C
0//

D .�/k i�

�
�.Gk.D/;

X
j�1

Gk�2j�1.C //� �.Gk.D/;
X
j�2

Gk�2j .C //

�
:

It follows that

i��G�.E/� i��G�.E0/ D .�/
k�1i��.Gk.D/;Gk.C /˚SGk�1.C /˚Gk�2.C //

so the sign terms cancel and �NEW.Cfil.f /! C.f 0//D 0 as required.

We proceed now to the statement of the Invariance Theorem. It is immediate from the
definitions that the associated complex of the filtered mapping cone .F�Cfil.f /;�F�Cfil.f //

of a chain map f W .F�C; �F�C / ! .F�D; �F�D/ of k –filtered signed complexes
in A is the mapping cone of the associated chain map G�.f /W .G�.C /; �G�.C //!

.G�.D/; �G�.D// in the signed derived category SD.A/, so we have

.G�.Cfil.f //; �G�.Cfil.f ///D .C.G�.f //; �G�.D/˚SG�.C //:

By Theorem 12.6, the filtered chain map f is a filtered chain equivalence if and only
if G�.f / is a chain equivalence, or C.G�.f // is contractible.

Theorem 12.17 (Invariance) The torsion of a filtered chain equivalence

f W .F�C; �F�C /! .F�D; �F�D/

of k –filtered signed complexes is

�NEW.f /D i��
NEW.G�.f // 2Kiso

1 .A/:
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Proof By definition

�NEW.G�.f //D �
NEW.C.G�.f /// 2Kiso

1 .SD.A//

so we have the formulas

i��
NEW.G�.f //D i��

NEW.C.G�.f ///D i��
NEW.G�.Cfil.f ///

D �NEW.Cfil.f /; �Cfil.f //D �
NEW.C.f /; �C.f //D �NEW.f / 2Kiso

1 .A/:

This completes the theorem.

12.6 The filtered dual complex

Let .A;�/ be an additive category with involution (see [26]). We now define an
involution on a sub-category of the additive category SD.A/ (following [11, Section
3]).

Definition 12.18 Given a signed chain complex C in A , the n–dual signed chain
complex is .C n��; �C n��/, where

dC n�� D .�1/r d�C W C
n�r
D .Cn�r /

�
! C n�rC1

and the sign
�C n�� D .�/n.�C /

�
Cˇ.C;C /C˛n.C / 2Kiso

1 .A/

where
˛n.C /D

X
r�nC2;nC3.mod4/

�.C r ;C r / 2Kiso
1 .A/:

For any integer n � 0, let SPDn.A/ denote the full sub-category of SD.A/ whose
objects are signed chain complexes .C; �C / in A with dim C D n, such that C n�� is
chain equivalent to C and �.C /D 0 for n odd.

Remark 12.19 The condition that �.C /D 0 when n is odd is necessary to ensure that
C 7! C n�� is an additive functor on SPDn.A/. This condition and the requirement
that C n�� be chain equivalent to C are both satisfied (by duality) for symmetric
Poincaré n–complexes of R–modules, and these are the main objects of interest in the
rest of the paper.

Example 12.20 Let A D A.R/ denote the additive category of finitely generated
based free modules over a ring R with involution. Then A.R/ has an involution
�W A.R/! A.R/ (see [26]), and we get an involution on SPDn.R/ WD SPDn.A.R//

given by
�W C 7! C n��

�W .f W C !D/ 7! .f n��
W Dn��

! C n��/

(see [11]).
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We will now define the filtered dual F dual
� C of a k –filtered complex F�C (under some

filtration assumptions to ensure that each Gr .C / is an n–dimensional chain complex).
It will turn out that the associated complex G�.F

dualC / is the k –dual of G�.C /. Our
main example is the k –filtered chain complex F�C. zE/ of the total space of a fibre
bundle F !E! B , where dim B D k and dim F D n (see Section 5).

Definition 12.21 Let F�C be a k –filtered .nC k/–dimensional chain complex in
A.R/.

(i) We say that F�C is n–admissible if
(a) Cr;s D 0 unless 0 6 s 6 k and 0 6 r � s 6 n.
(b) .Gr C /n�� is chain equivalent to Gr C .

(ii) We define the filtered dual F dual
� C of F�C to be the .nC k/–filtered com-

plex with modules .F dual
� C /r;s D C �

nCk�r;k�s
for 0 6 s 6 k and differentials

ddualW .F dual
� C /r ! .F dual

� C /r�1 the filtered morphism given by the upper tri-
angular matrix with components

ddual
j D .�/rCsCj.nCr/d�j W C

�
nCk�r;k�s! C �nCk�rC1;k�sCj :

The associated complex of F dual
� C will be denoted G�.F

dualC /.

(iii) We define the signed filtered dual of F�C as follows: Since F�C is n–admissible
G�C may be considered to lie in SPDn.R/. This is a category with involu-
tion so the dual sign �.G�C /k�� 2 Kiso

1
.SPDn.A.R// is defined. We have an

obvious functor SPDn.R/ ! SD.R/ so we may consider �.G�C /k�� to lie
in Kiso

1
.SD.R//. We define the signed filtered dual of F�C to be the signed

filtered complex whose underlying filtered chain complex is F dual
� C and with

signs
�G�.F dualC / D �.G�C /k�� 2Kiso

1 .SD.R//

�Gr .F dualC / D �Gk�r .C /n�� 2Kiso
1 .R/:

Remark 12.22 It follows from the condition .Gr C /n�� is chain equivalent to Gr C

that �.F�C / is zero if n is odd.

Lemma 12.23 The associated complex G�.F
dualC / of the filtered dual of F�C is the

k –dual of G�.C / in SPDn.A/.

Proof We have Gr .F
dualC /s D .F

dual
� C /rCs;r D C �

nCk�r�s;k�r
by definition. The

internal differential d0W Gr .F
dualC /s ! Gr .F

dualC /s�1 on this term is given by
.�/sd�

0
. On the other hand, Gk�r .C /

n�s D C �
k�rCn�s;k�r

, so the dual complex has
the same chain groups as the associated complex. The differential on Gk�r .C /

n�s is
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again .�/sd�
0

, since dim Gk�r .C / D n. The signs on G�.F
dualC / were defined to

agree with those of the k –dual of G�.C /, and in particular Gr .F
dualC /D .Gk�r C /n��

as signed chain complexes, for 0 6 r 6 k .

We define the map
(6) �F�C W C

nCk��
! F dual

� C

as the direct sum of the following sign maps on the .r; s/–summands of the underlying
modules:

.�/s.nCrC1/
W C �nCk�r;k�s! C �nCk�r;k�s:

Lemma 12.24 �F�C is a chain equivalence of (unfiltered) complexes.

Proof We have a commutative diagram

C �
nCk�r;k�s

.�/s.nCrC1/

//

.�/r d�
j

��

C �
nCk�r;k�s

.�/rCsCj.nCr /d�
j

��
C �

nCk�rC1;k�sCj

.�/s.nCr /Cj.nCr /

// C �
nCk�rC1;k�sCj

where the vertical maps are the components of the differential on C nCk�� and F dual
� C

respectively.

Proposition 12.25 Let F�C be an admissible, signed, k –filtered chain complex over
A.R/, with dim C D nC k . Then �NEW.�F�C W C

nCk��! F dual
� C /D 0.

Proof The proof will be by induction on m.C /, defined as the smallest integer m

such that FmC D C . Suppose first that m.C /D 0. Then Cr D Cr;0 and Gr .C /D 0

unless r D 0. We still allow non-zero signs �Gr .C / 2 K1.Z/ if r > 0. The map
�F�C W C

nCk�r ! C nCk�r has absolute torsion

�NEW.�/D

nCkX
rD0

� iso..�/k.nCrC1//C �F dual
� C � �C nCk��

D k ��.Codd/C
1
2
k.kC 1/�.C /C˛nCk.C /C˛n.C /

D

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:

0

�.Codd/

0

�.Codd/

C

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:

0

�.C /

�.C /

0

C

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:

0

�.Ceven/

�.C /

�.Codd/

for k �

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:

0

1

2

3

mod 4

D 0 2K1.Z/:
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We now move on to the inductive step. Let mDM.C / > 0 for F�C and let F�C
0 be

the m–amalgamation of F�C , considered as a k –filtered complex, with

C 0r;s D

8̂<̂
:

Cr;s s <m� 1

Cr;m�1˚Cr;m s Dm� 1

0 s >m� 1

with signs �G�.C 0/ D �G�.C / and

�Gr .C 0/ D

(
�Gr .C / r ¤m� 1

�Gm�1.C /˚SGm.C / r Dm� 1:

Note that M.C 0/ D m� 1, and that C D C 0 as unfiltered signed chain complexes.
Then we have a commutative diagram

C nCk��
�F�C //

�F�C 0 %%JJJJJJJJJJ
F dual
� C

F dual
� C 0

�

::uuuuuuuuu

with the map � W F dual
� C 0! F dual

� C induced by the maps on the underlying modules:
� D .�/kC1Cr W C �r;m ! C �r; , and otherwise � D 1. By our inductive assumption,
�NEW.�F�C 0/D 0, so it remains to compute �NEW.�/.

We use the k –filtered complexes FC and F�C
0 to express C and C 0 as an iterated

mapping cones. Then

�NEW.�/D � iso.�/C i��G.F dualC /� i��G.F dualC 0/ 2K1.Z/D Z=2

where � iso.�/ is the sum of the term

�NEW..�/kCmCnCsC1
W Gm.C /

n�s
!S.SGm.C /

n�s//D .1CkCmCn/��.Gm.C //

by [11, Lemma 18], plus the torsions of rearrangements of the direct sum

Sk�m.Gm.C /
n��
˚S.Gm�1.C /

n��
˚S.Gm�2.C /

n��
˚ � � � / � � � //:

Note that the chain groups Gm.C /
n�s D S.SGm.C /

n�s/, although these chain com-
plexes have different signs on their differentials. Let X D SGm.C /, Y DGm�1.C /

and Z D S.Gm�2.C /
n��˚ � � � / � � � /. Then we rearrange by

SX n��
˚S.Y n��

˚Z/
a
�! S.X n��

˚Y n��
˚Z/

b
�! S..X ˚Y /n��˚Z/

c
�! S..Y ˚X /n��˚Z/:
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The formulas of [11, Lemma 7] give

�NEW.a/C �NEW.b/C �NEW.c/D �.Gm.C /;Gm�2.C /˚ � � �˚G0.C //:

Now the sign term i��G.F dualC /� i��G.F dualC 0/ is the sum of two terms

˛k.G�.C //�˛k.G�.C
0//D .1C kCmC n/ ��.Gm.C //

and

ˇ.G�.C /;G�.C //�ˇ.G�.C
0/;G�.C

0//D �.Gm.C /;Gm�2.C /˚ � � �˚G0.C //

so �NEW.�/D 0. Hence �NEW.�F�C /D �
NEW.�F�C 0/D 0 as required.

Example 12.26 (Tensor products) The following special case is used in deriving the
product formula for the absolute torsion of symmetric Poincaré spaces (see Proposition
6.5).

Lemma 12.27 Let C and D be chain complexes of dimension over A.R/ and A.S/

respectively, where R and S are rings with involution. Let dim C D k and dim DD n.
Then we have a chain equivalence

�C˝D W .C ˝D/nCk��
! C k��

˝Dn��

given by

�C˝D D .�/
.kCnCr/.sCn/

W C k�r
˝Dn�s

! C k�r
˝Dn�s:

Moreover
�NEW.�C˝D/D 0 2K1.R˝S/:

Proof The associated complex of F�.C
k��˝Dn��/ is given by

G�.C
k��
˝Dn��/W � � � ! C k�r

˝Dn��
.�/r d�

C
˝1

�������! C k�rC1
˝Dn��

thus G�.C
k�� ˝ Dn��/ D G�.C ˝ D/k�� considered as the k –dual of a chain

complex in SPDn.A.R˝S//. Hence F�.C
k��˝Dn��/DF dual

� .C˝D/; moreover

�C˝D D �F�.C˝D/W .C ˝D/nCk��
! F�.C

k��
˝Dn��/D F dual

� .C ˝D/:

The result now follows from Proposition 12.25.
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